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=TIE: .' The OregcaVo-Tei:h Path Project (Phase r)

ekse

PROJECT DIRECTOR: 13e11 L. Swearingen, Matb raseructor
Address: 6500 S.W. Pacific Blvd

Albany, Oregon 97321
Phone: 928 -2361, extension 304

PRoaCT DURATION PHASE. I:

PWECT DURATION PHASE //:

COSTS:

January 1, 1974 through June 30, 1974

July 1, 1974 throw/It June 30, 1975

Federal
519,858.21

NUMNUMBER OP STUDENTS AFFECT1M: 500

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Local (in kind) Other Total
62,800 612,500 $35,158.21'

R OP4WF INVOLVED: 30

Oregon high school students who will continue their education in terminal
career occupational programs at Oreggn community colleges make up more
than half of the total Oregon high sdhpel enrollment. To plouitle these
students, many of whom have severe learning handicaps, with the mathemat-
ics they "need*, and to allow for flexibility in mathematics programs,
resources rust be made available to high school and community college

' instructors to make mathematics relevant to career occupations.-

The ongoing Oregon vo-Tech Math Project is designed to provide resources
ib the form of verbal problem sets for occupational courses offered in
Oregon'omnmunity colleges and secondary schools. At the present time the
project has produced rough draft problem sets in each of the following
areas: Wood Products, Forestry Tech., Mark Ling, Agriculture, Aylation
Mechanics,Machine Tool Tech., Wastewater Tech., Food Processing, Nursing
and Dental Assisting, `Police and Fire Science, Welding, Building.Construc--
tion, Diesel' Mechanics, Industrial Mechanics, Industrial- Electrical and
Hydraulics; Automotive Tech., -Electronics`, Drafting and Clerical.

At the present time verbal problems previously collected because of demand
are out of print. 'Moreover, they were contained in rough draft _booklets
according to career bluster areas. These booklets were not ip a practical
form from a student or instructor's view point. We adopted art.:individualized

format and will print the problem sets accordingly. Such a format allows
students to work probl in various career areas and will alleviate
material duplication by ndividual instructors. The above mentioned
materials will be print d and readY for dissemination by September 1, 1974.
The materials may be ob ed t ough the Division of Continuing Education
(DCE) on ihe Oregon State University Campus at a nominal fee.
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Purpose:

The purpose of this phase of the ongoing Oregon Vo-Tech Math Project was
-

ualized. We conducted this evaluation in 12 high schools and seven com-
munity colleges. Using the evaluation data, we hoped to: (1) make our
materials more meaningful to students, (2) improve articulation and (3)
investigate instructional strategies which seem to be most appropriate
in the high schools and community colleges. .

Prodecures and Outcomes:

The steering committee for the Oregon ye -Tech Math Project identified
the math packages to be evaluated and the high school and community col-
lege instructors who were to evaluate the problem sets. The problem
packages were converted from their rough. draft format to a new individ-
ualized format by nine (9) cormunity college instructors.: A secretary
provided the human resources to type, edit and proofread the testing

'packages. An intensive, one-day orientation meeting was held at Linn -
Benton Community College to suggest possible instructional strategies,
encourage articulation and disseminate the evaluation materials. The
evaluation instruments consisted of a student form, an instructor form
and the project materials.

After the evaluation was, successfully begun, nine problem sets in rough
draft were sent to earlier project participants.. They converted the

materials to the new individualized forMat, classified by math topic.
As these problem sets were returned the secretaries began putting them
"in print -ready form.

Using the information gleaned from the evaluation materials we: (1)

altered the format of the problem set* and (2) obtained further funding
from OMHC for instructors to work on a summer project aimed at instruc-
tional strategies for using the Oregon ye -Tech Math *otect materials.
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A. PNOJECT BACY.GROIND

It

The ongoing Orecon :o -Tech Math Pro)ect is designed to provide

realistic ceet;a4r-prob4M-sets for occupstronat-commrsaffelme-

in Oregon community colleges and high schools: The ?ath problems

are identified by observation and discussion with teelicians i9-

vblved in.specitic career activities. The problems.selected are

aimed at: (1) providing the math skills necessaiylior an indi-

vidual to get a 3oL and perform that Sob adequately and (2)

providing an individual with the mati- skills necessary for advance-
.

vent. This information will be valuable in determining course

content needed to meet new high school graduation requirements:

The problem sets provide a primary:resource for planning occupa-

tional math curriculum and determining "related behavior objectives.

They are designed to create a learning clim".which will be sunnort.-

ive to and provide positive reinftirce4ent of math concepts with

relevancy to specific occupational areas.

'The verbal problems Were contained in booklets according to career

. clustei area. These.booklets Were not in a practical form from the

student's or instructor's pant of view. We adopted in individualized

format andprinteathe problem sets accordingly. Such a format allows *,

student to work problems in various career areas and will relievedthe

instructor from duplicating volumes of material.'

Although the realistic occupational math problem sets have been. used

in many Oregon community college and high school classrooms over the -

past two years, they had never undergone any type of evaluation.



.a

The steeling committee of the Oregon 'Jo -Tech Math Project feltit was

time to evaluate both the new individualized format and the realistic.

verbal. proleproble sets fer the occupational courses. In order to ev-alturte

the individualized_problen sets in a-realistic setting, we proposed to

select 12 MO scnools, geographically distributed thOughout the state,

to serve as evaluation sites. This evaluation was undertaken loihtly by

high school'and connutity coIleaeipttructors thus facilitating

ulation between the educational institutions, Industry and community.

The lregon high.hchool students who U111 continue4pheir education in

terliinal career occurational programs at Cmegon community colleges make

up more than half of the total high school enrollIment. To provide these

students with the mathematics.they."need" and allow for flexibility in

mathematics. prOgrams, the objectives and related relev4nt problem sets

needed to be made available to the high sahool4math instructors.
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GOALS

1. To evaluate a small subset
of the Oregon Vo-Tech Math
yrOject materials in Oregon.
hi4h Schools and corunitv
colleges.

.

\

I 4

1

OBJECTIVES
.

1.1 Identify those problem sets
and career area. to'be
evaluated.

t e

1.2 Identify twelve modal high
schools and seven community
colleges to evaluaee,and .

critique the problem sets.

13 Adopt an indiyidualizad
format and convert the
choosen subset ofsrough
diaft problem sets\in
specific career ared to
thfe forMat.

ACTIVITIES

1.1.1 Dv midNovamber
. project diraCtor wig

identify from the rough
draft problems produced
the previous twO summers
those problem pets to be
evaluated.

L.2.1 By mid-December the
project director will,
identify twelve model
high schools and seven
community colleges to
evaluate and critique
the problem seta.

1.3.1 Set up a tenatiVe
individualized format. .

Contact eaCh member of.
the steering cOMmittee
for reaction.

1,3.. The project director
will contact previous
projectmembers to convert
the choosen subset 6f thp
rough draft problems.to
the new individualized
format by the end of
November.

1.3.3 Schedule a meeting Of'
the Oregoh Vo-Tech .Math
Project steering committee
to 4o hold on January 26,

.1974. To adopt an .

individualized format for
the complete set OA
rouandr aft. problem,



GOALS osa.ctivEs

k

4.

10 Print the individualized
problem isats,and evaluation
instruments.

ACTIVITIES
e

1.4.1 h local printer will be
contacted by mid-December.

1.4.2 The individualized
problem sets and
evaluation instrumanis
will.be printed by
mid-January.

Conduct an orientation 1.5.1 Participating instructors
meeting for participating will receive a-lotter
instructors. explainina.the orianta0ou

meeting to be hold at
Linn- Denton Communi
College on January 6, 1074.
Instructors will be
encouraaedto bring
other instructors and/or
principals fipi their
schools.

1.5.2 It thp orientation
ymeetina on January 26,1974
four schools of varying

'size and composition will
describe their ongoing
delivery system using the
individualized Vo-Tech
math materials.

1.5.3 The orientation meeting
will allow us to explain
how to USe the evaluation
materials. The meting

.will also provide ah
-opportunity to disseminate
the evaluation materials.
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.GOALS OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

431 Ns
/"

2. Promote articulation between
educational institutions,
Oregon State.BoArd of
Education, community colleges,
industry and the ComOUnity.

3. Conduct staff visitation
and follow-up to include.a
taped interview of each of
the participating instructors'
reactions to the Vo-Tbeh
material,

2.1 Strengthen lines of
articulation between:

secondary schools,
and four year schools.

b. math and Vo-Tech
instructhrs.
schools and the
community, they serve.
communiWcolleaes and
the State Department
of Educatioh.,

c.

d.

4

1.6.1 The project director will
visit each of the
participating schools at ,

least once luring the
duration of the project.
The data cOlect.ed from
these visit Lions will
be incorporeted in the
final report

2.1.1 Reoraanize the !steering
committee to provide a
better cross section
representation of high .

schools, community colleges,
and four Year sohoOls.

2.1.2 If a participating
instructor feels thgre is.
articulation taking plage
b ween the math and e*;
Vo- ech department at hib
school, the project dirkator
will request a conference,
with this Intitructor's
direct superlilsor concerning
this articulation,

I

2.1.3 The Project director will
explain the project.ati
the N.C.T:M: meeting in
Portland on February 22
and the N.C.T.M. Annual
Meeting in Atlantic City,
N.J. in April.

2.1.4 The.ptoject director will
attend each ofthe
community college math

'department meetings to keep
their depar
as to the p

project.

ents informed
green of the

.



GOALS ,OBJECTIVES
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t1 ACTIVITIES

2.1.5 The project LcA.i.ke.ctor

speak to the. 0.IC.E. student,
.teachert about the evaluation..._ 1,
materials, t ..

.

2.1.6 The project director.wil).-
send minutes of each
'steering cosefittoe iodating,

to a representative of0.

each communetv college
..,

.s.in Oregoh.
..

. - 2.1.7 The. project director wild
_ ..

.
explain the projept to
the local...apprentice

. ,

,. board, do; Yanuaiir p.;".1.974, .'

- ......:.:
x....- 2.8 'zile 'local apprentice board.

. . -I.; s,.... wily bet asked tb evaluate'
...

- 'the indiVidualizod.problom

. sets_
-..

$

#.

.
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ThOwVo-Tech areas evaluated fit into the following career cluster

areab: Building Construction, Industrial Mechanics, Metals, Marketing,

Clerical, and wood Products. The evaluation problemssetsare individ-

ualizia.by oath topics. The math topics include whole numbers,

ls, fractions, and ratio and proportions. Each package includes

problems with complete solutions, probtp.ro.with just the answers, and

supplemfntary rroblertswith answers only Included for the-7.instructOrs.

The "follow,ing scnools participated in an, evaluation of the above

listed subset of the Oregon Vo-Tech Math Project materials.

?Churchill High school
*Chemekete Community College
*Marshfield High School.
*Blue Mountain Community College
CentraXOregon Community College
Sprague High Schbbl
Mt. Hood Community College
Burns High School .

*Benson High School'
*Lane Community College
Clackamas Community, College

Portland - dommunity College

Canby High Schoo
*Rogue Communie College
*Philomath Hig School
*Franklin High chool
Treasure Valley Community Colieg
*Lebanon High School
.*Medford Mid-High School.-
*Roseburg High School
*Baker High'School

1.

t
The Oregon Vo-Tech Math Project rented calculators for thoe schools.

that did not have them available for students.

Of the schools which were asked to Participate in the project, those

marked with (*) supplied us with data.

L.

8

f.

t.



PERSONNEL

STEERING ankuTTEE

.

Oregon Vo-Tech Math Project Steering Committee: APP.

Chairman: Dell Swilaringeh, Linn-Penton Community College

Members: Dr. Bill qiffixms, OrronaState University

Dr. Bob' Main. Oregon College pf Education

Harold Hauser, Blue Mountain Community College

Frank Weeks, Mount Hood Community College

mike Morgan, Linn-Benton Community College

Gene Enfield, Soraque nigh School

Dennis Dedrick, Medford Kid-High School

Dick Holiday, Rogue Comminity College

. AtSESSKFNT TEAK

Burr Fancher:will serve both as third party evaluator and chairman

.

of the Issemegt team. The Other two members of ttie assessment team/
. .

411;e: )

Dr. Peter C. flott;.Linn-Benton Community.Zollege

Mr. C. Y. Arnold, PhilomathAigh Schodi
-

PROXPCT STAFF

The project' staff consisted of Linn-Benton Community College students.

Without the dedication of these students, the project would not IWO
.e

/
been completed on tile.

14
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Graphic Artist: nose Davis

Editor: Norma Cosier

Aisistant Editors: Bob Mack
Mike Long

.

Typists: Tina Hale
Shelley Mack,'

4
Harold Hauser of Blue Mountain Community-College was the final proof-

40,

reader. He engIed the pro4ect staff to meet their deadlines.

41) on January 26, DU the program personnel for Ithe Oregon Vo-Tech

Math Pro,ect at Linn-Benton Community College conducted an orien-

tation meeting for Vo-Tech math instructors and administrators

F. MAJOR ACCOMP LI SH.Y.ENTS OR OUTC(.4ES

from the model schools for the project. the meeting project

material and evaluation instruments were disseanated
.

._ _ - -----.- ---- .

plained. Possible instructional strategies were.also discussed,
Y - .

(2) Acquainting the instructors involved'in the evaluation with the

pioblem sets has catisea them. to become more Career conscientious.

A

ions gleaned from evaluation participants provided empetus

for and the content of an Orientation meeting held at The Inn of

the Seventh Mountain to discuss inst ructional strategies (see

attached agenda and pariCioant list). Further fading was

acquired from 0.A.E.C. to conduct a-summer project concerning

instructional strategies. The, problem sets along with this

orientation meeting motivated at least five swath 'instructors to

develop Pirot-Vointh coiiises to be offered at their high

Thschools.

1.

I

5
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' ( 3)

,

The use of evaluatidn sets has alloled pi to finalise a format'

and convert nineof*the complete rough' drift sets to this format.

The complete problem sets converted to this formit are:

1) Clerical 6).,Auto Mechanics
2) Industiial Mechanics ,7) Wastewater Tech
3). Welding 04 Marketing
4) Machine Tools 9) Food Processing
5) Police and Fire Science

These problems along with the 'following will be printed and ready

'for dissemination bi Septemb;r 1, 1974.

1J Wood Products
2) \Agriculture
3) Aviation M ice'

<
.7) Industrial, Electrical and

Hvdraulids
8)" Electronics

4) Nursing entaitssisting 9) Drafting
5) Cons Lion . 10) Forest Products
6) Diesel Mechanics ll) Forestry

12) .Real Estate'
S.

The materials maitbe obtainedffrovD.C.E. on the Oregon State

University Campus at a nominal fEe.

OW The Prdject directoewas able to promote articulation 1DV:41)

attending meetings of the local apprentice board, 2).reporting

on the project to; O.C.E. student teachers, N.C:T.M. meeting in

Portland, and N.C.T.M. AnnualConvention in Atlantic City, 3)

visiting each of the participating schools, 4) attending meetings

ofthe comaunitY college math department chairmen and steering

committee,.5) telephonin4 schools, 6) attending each, of the

ixecUtive Meetings of theiD.C.T.M. and 7) writing article's for

the O.C.T.M., Newsletter and local papeis.

(5) Dr. Sob Hiin, Math Department Chairman at

LBCC Math Department chairman, and myself

c

O.C.E., Mike Morgan,

are going.to offer a

ti
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t
graduate class thrOugh V.C.E. on the Oregon Vo-Tech miterials

and their uses. This will start on October 5, 1974.

10.

17
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C. EVALMTION

As stated earlier, asmall subset of the Oregon Vo-Tech Math Project

problem sets were evaluated in a number ecdel schools.

Each of these model schools were invited to Linn-Benton Community College

for an orientation meeting on January 16, 1974. The orient:lath meeting

provided an opportunity to Arssesinate the evaluation materials and

discuss possible instructibnal strategies for using the problem sets.

Copies of the lettei of invitation, agenda, materials which were evaluated,

student and inbcructore evaliaation instruments may be found in the appendix.v
The instructors were given flexibility in the use of the problem sets.

They were to decide with'what type of student and instriptignal strategy

they were to be Used: It was felt that from this flexibility could be

gleaned functional methods of using the problem sets. In addition Insight
. .

could be gained into'the pest use of the problem sets.

Two weeks after the oritAtation meeting the project director called each

participant to see if they had any questions.

As problems developed, the project director made appointments and visited

the project participants. The project director travelled to some of the

model schools three times. Due to the energy crisis, however iewas

-possible to go to Some distant schoille only once during the evaluation.

The evaluation was conducted from January 16, 1974 thruftly 20, 1974.

The project director kept in touch with pkrtioipants by phone.

13
13



After the students and instructors at the model schools had filled in

the evaluation instruments, the project director met with than and taped

their reaction to the problem sets. The project director oollected:the

tapes and evaluation instruments, then the data was condensed over a two-

week period by Linh-Benton Community College students. Then the information

-4-0

was given to. third disinterested evaluator. His evaluation' of the:data

is included later in this document. The appendix will include histograilma

of the studen7 feelings on each of the questions which were asked on

their evaluatid forms.

The data collected from the instructors will-be very useful in revising

the problem sets, but the comnents are too specific to be helpful to

the general reader.- TINA they are not i. cluded in the. appendix.

A majority of the evaluation comments were favorable. However, many

errors wer

)
found in the materials.. The subsequent histogram is a enmmery

g:4of student ponses to each question. The questions asked of the students

are the following:

2. The problems in this package were
a

too easy about right(, too difficult (I

3. How long did it take you to complete this problem package?

1 class period 11 2 class periods r--1
c

more than 2 class periods i----1 .

4 How could the material in this package be, improved?
a

more instruction Sheets= more instructor help r-1
c ,d

- packages explaining math concepts r-1 grdnp discussions I-1
e f

work experience I more lectures

be

's

14
1 .
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D.

UNN - BENTON INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION DISTRICT
Rine 28, 19 74

EVA LUAT:ON SUMMARY OF VO- TECH MATH.PROJECT

As an outside evaluator of the Vo-Tech Math Project, I have studied samples
of the indkidualized math packets, talked w-th instructors involved in field
testing the packets, read the transcripts of tapedinterviews with students and
teachers. and the individual v.ritten evaluations by administrators, leachers.
and students. From this -.antage point v.411 attempt to make ar overall summary
statement of the merit of *nits project.

Overall, the response ti, these packets was highly positive. The majority feel
that the packages are needed to fill a gap in mathematics education. All indicate
some positive benefits, even though many encountered some problems in usage.

As expected, the range of responses- is suite wide. Tht's variation appears to be
.

due to:

j) T.eacher attitude toward vocational education, in general, and practical
math;, specifically.

2) Ability of teacher to handle package materials in his classes.

3)* Whether the student was working problems associated with his career
objectives.

4) Nature of math exposure prior to involvement with packets..

This project appears to have meet and exceeded the objectives set foith in the
proje0 proposal. The evaluations are encouraging for fur.ther efforts in this
direction.

. .

Recommendations that might be made from my study of the evaluation are

l) That the packets be further revised according to feedback from
the field.

2) That considerable attention be given to addition of staff development
component to this ptojeGi, one.that will 1D.i.ng math instructors into

:a closer working relationship to vocational teachers and teach them
the best ways to use the material.

. 21

P.O. Box 967 Albany, Oregon 97321. Phone (503) 926-8621



page 2 of 2 piges

3) That further revision be directed toward level of difficulty of the
packages to elirrirnate the tob hare-too easy criticism.

The Vo-Tech Math Eroject is a much needed one that can fill a highly identifiable
need. "fbe writing team and project director are to .be commended for their
efforts in a very difficult mission.. I fully endorse this project and will lend my
support, to its continuation.

BF/gh

r4=;

ter.r
12;

:4;

-"I

°taw,

,p

-

.11

.t.,

Burr Fancher
Regional Coordinator
Linn- Benton I. E. D.

22
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D. SONMPIRY rJ

. -
.

The ongoing Oregon Vo-Tech Math Project evaluated a small subset of their

materials. These materials were converted to a new individualized format

W.:moth topic. The math topici included were: Whole Numbers, Decimals,

Fractions, and Ratio and Proportions. The problem sets were chosen froM

thefollowing career areas: Building Construction, Indus trial Mechanics,

Metals,' Marketing, Clerical, and Wood Products. The participating instructors

were-allowed to choose both the instructional_ strategy and the classes in

which to conduct the evaluations. The problem sets have been found to be

useful at both the high school and community college level. The favorable

evaluations and money from O.M.E.C. allowed us to include thirteen math

instructors in a summer project dealing with instructional strategies for

using the project's materials. This summer project is placing heavy emphasis

on creating hands -on activities for the classroom.

V
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E. CONCLUSIONS d

1. Both the student and instiuctor evaluations indicated very positive

support-for the use of these problem sets in the classroom.

...

.
-.. ': .

2. Pour-year schools need to offer inservice-and preservice_neAses
...,...... 1. -,.

...----<-
k ', _which 'introduce these materials and their uses:

= v.

3. The materials seemed to be less'efiedttve.in the schools where

. the problems wercassigned only as extra credit.

4. The materials were.the Most effective when integrated into the

regular classroom; setting and used with sophomores, junior s or
.

Seniors.

S. To improve the use of these problem sets at the high school le4el,

they should include.a glossary of terms and sire definitions. (Keep

in mind they 'Were written for Community College students.)

6. The materials have been found to be effective in the following

settings: 1) 'high school consumer math, 2) shop classes, 3) a

two-year hig1;41Nhool algebra course, 4) &geometry course, and

5) the 4200 series of industrial math at the community college

level.

7: Very little articulation took place between the majority of high

school math, Vo-Tech and Language Arts Departments.

24
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8. Students working on Vo-Tech Kith probleas shoud have easy access to

calculaicWs. .

.

The majority of particiPattng instructors would like to see4hamds-

on activities relating to the Vo -Tech problem sets available for

classroom use. .
*

0

.".

10. Vo-T;chMath problem sets need to be developed ,for other carper
.

sr - .
.

4 cluster areas. Instructors commented that we need more Vo -Tech .
k..

b

problems which would interest girls.

11. The project director feels that the project was an overwhelming

4-
success ..ii we accomplished every objective, and converted nimi

complete rough draftsets into print-read'. form. In:Addition we

have thirtden math instructors working on instructional strategies

which involve making hands-on materials for the classroom from

o Jude/20 thro August 3, 1974. We have also encouraged five high

schol math instructors to develop Vo-Tech math courses for theft-

- high schools. It is very encouraging to find classroom instructors

solving classroom instiictors.probleiss. '

2
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The Participants of the Oregon Vo-Tech Math Project feel;

1. The State Department of Education needs to"deviee a mddel articr
.

... ulation system which will work in: the high schools and commuiitV'

colleges. Articulatiori loetween math and Vo-Tech departments on

the high school level is .the exception instead b#Iihe rule.

V14- -

2; The State Department of Education needs to solicit-proposals that

would develop pilot courses which intebrete Vo -Tech, Math And.

ti

language Arts courses. We suggest a .three-day retreat Attended

by a Math, Language Arts and Vo-Tech instructok from da.4 of sif

/.

schools.. The topic of this retreat would e discussion of instruc-

at
.

tional strategies which incorporate the ve subjects. A summer

projectshould follow to involve Math, Language Arts and Vo-Tech

instructors in the designing and institution of such courses in

their schools. J

.

Presently, each discipline make plans separately. By the time
t

they have bad a chance to communicate, they have no chance to

compromise. Tlius, students find npt'only the Math, Lanouage Arts4'.
but even some of the Vo-,Tech courses irrelevant to the real life

setting:

3. 'future Writing teams, such as the welding instructors writing

packets this sumer should have math add communication skills
.

instructor working With them.

26
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4. Thobtot41 set of Oregon Vo-Tech Project materials needs too be

revised in some areas. There is even the questiorthould they

immediately be redone in light of metrication. A system needs

to be implemented which keeps the Oregon Vo-Tech materials up

to date with the industry they represent.

5. The colleges and universities should offer inservice and preservice
64

courses dealing with instructional stratecies for using these prob-

lexe they are to be functional in schoold which have not
at

been involved intthe project.

.

6.' Future math instructors should hgve some knowledge about careers,

and what type of mathematics to expect in various occupations.

Many math instructors have very little idea about career education

except that they don't think they like it.

7. We recommend that where possible students have the opportunity to

use calculators in, the clasimpom. We have found th;tthe use of

inexpensive calculators not only revives student interest in

mathematic*, but they have also been found to be effective teaching

devices to introduce And chain mathematicalconcepts. 4

(

.---,

8. We recommend that the State Departmeut of Education negotiate with

.

7 - . .

a publisher or alternate source such as D.C.E. to pubilsh theOregon

Vo-Tech Mats Project materials after this year. Money skilled from
4

,-. the sale of the materials could be used to continue curriculum

. . .

projeOts ofthis nature. *Four publishers have indicated an interest
. .

in such publication. They are in a better pos,iti3n to handle both

22 27
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national dissenination and have the technical staff needed to

really brine theie Materials to life.

e

0
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APPENDIX

For the readers convience the Appendix is arranged in three parts:

1) letters Of communication bet'een the project director and partici-

: pants, 2) letters'reguesting project materials and 3)-0 copy of the

evaluation materials and summarvofsesults.

In letters requesting copies of the Oregon Vo-Tech Math Project

. .

;aterials, it was not felt appropriate to include copies of ale-of

t communication whith took place. Thus tharoject diiector selected

' some letters which.seem to typify the scope and interest that others

have in the pra,ect.

It is worth noting that the heaviest demand' so far has been ih

Oregon, Washington and Canada with over 150 request from Oregon.

Although the list is not complete, we have received requests from

each of the lallowing.statest

Virginia Nebraska ?lantana
New Jersey Michigan

/- Alaska
Hawaii Minnesota -.Pt Indiana
pew York California 'Florida

.
%

'

29
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LINN-BENTON

6500 S.W.Paoific Blvd.
Albany, Oregor, 97321
503 - 9266091

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

January; 4, 1974

You have expressed an interest in participating in.the evaluation of a wall subset
of the Oregon Vo -tech Math Problem Sets.

V

This evaluation will include thq_nath topics of whole numbers, fractions, decimals,
and ratio and proportion. The problals x',11 fie selected from seven occupations Audi
fall in the career cluster areas of intitrial mechanics, building construction* clerical,
marketing, forest products, and metals. The problems seem to he applicable to several
high school and corminity college math courses, _We would like to include one math
instructor, and hopefully, some Vouted instructors from each of the model schools.
We will be asking both instructors and students to evaluate the problem sets.

,In order to further explain the evaluation process and-disseminate materials to be
evaluated; an orientation meeting will be held in the board room at Linn- Benton Lomunity
College an Saturday, January.26, 1974. An agenda for this meeting and a sap directing
you to LIM have been included in this letter. We invite you to bring other instructors
or administrators from your school who are interested in this project:

The project will provide a noon meal of Kentucky fried chicken. If this-is not to your
liking we suggest a sack lunch. The project will provide a grant of S30 to the parti-
cipating member from each school. If sore than-one instructor comes from a school, the
participants may divide up the $19 if they wish. This money will be distributed, at the
meting.

In light of the energy crisis we strongly suggest that you form car pools to come to

the meeting. In some cases a co amity college and a model high school or junior high
school are in the same town. In other cases participants will pass through the tom
of ether participants. A car pool would not only help the energy.crisis, but would
also go a long way in increasing vertical articulation among schools. Some annoy will
be available for travel. The travel money would be railed to you at a later date.
To help you set tip car pools, xpu will find the names and schools of the participants
included.

- DiS/bdi

ends.

Sincerely,

Lakrolleatelyee2

Dell L. Swearingen
Prdject Director

.4
4



Oregon fro -Tech Math Project Evaluation

Meeting .Agenda for January. 26, 1974

9:00 - 9:30 Introduction .

9:30 - 10:30 Description of content and evaluation tool

10:30 - 11:00 Break and discussion

11:00 - 11:20 Project operation

11:20 - 12:00 Use, of material
0

12:00 - 12:30 fro -Tech and vath articulation

12:30 - 1:30 Lunch

1:30 - 2:30
o
Paterial distribution and inspection

2:30 - 3:1S Question and answer

3:1S - 4:00 Campus tour (optional)

31
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LINNBENTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE__

6500 S.W. Pacific Ord.
Albany. Oro 199ff 97321
503-03-Z61

May 23, 1974

Dear Participant:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for
participating in the evaluation of the small subset. of
Oregon Vo-Ted Math Project materials.

If possible, I should like to have all evaluation forms
returned to me by June 4, 1974. It would also be a great
help to have a brief summary from your principal and vo-tech
departments on their feelings-about the materials. I must
have these forms back as soon as-possible to meet the dead.
line for our final report to. the Oregon State Board of
Education.

Due to the energy crisis it was not feasible to get-to each
school as many times as I had planned. I hope this did not
inconvenience you in any way.

For those of you who have calcglators and wish to keep them,
please contact Mr. Sam Zimmerman at Corvallis Business
Machines, 111 NW end, Corvallis, Oregon.

I hope you.found these materials interesting and useful.
Thanks again for your participation.

DLS/bds:

.32

Sincerely.,

'Dell L. Swearingen
Director
Vo-Tech li4th Project.



QUESTIONS POR TAPED INMIVErct

1. What is the enrollrent of your school?

2. what was the enroXiment of your math class which used these probfems?

3. What type of classroom setting did you use to evaluate the ptoblem
sets?

4. What plan of attack o'instructional strategy did you use?

S. In what type of math class did you use the individualized rath problem
sets?

6. Did you enjoy using these individualized verbal problems in your
classroom? Will you use them again next year?

7. Did these individualized Vo-Tech math problem:, help generate articulation
between you and your Vo-Tech instructors?

8. Did you have a good communication channel with your Vo -tech instructors
before you received these materials? If so, how did you get it started?
If not, why not?

9. What does your principal think of this approach which uses real life
verbal problems in the classroom?

10. Did you find the problem sets reasonable?

11. Would you like to see more work done along the lines of instructional
strategy for teaching the Vo-Techmath student? If so, along what
lines?

12. What do you think of the following instructional strategies: (a)

teaching the math in the shop, (b) integration of the Lanquige Arts,
Math and Vo-Tech, (c) hands-on materials 4eveloped'and (d) projeft
approach? ,

13. Which Of these approaches would best suit your teaching situation?

14. If time and money were not a problem, how would You ;improve the math
instrecction of the Vo-Tech students in Your'sdhool?

IS: Would you like to see some presepriceancf inservice courses at .the
4-year schools? Can you suggest how these.materia1s might be used?

16. Nov would you suggest disseminating the materials in Oregon?

17. How will you use these prohlemi next time you teach the class?

What did your students think of the first individualized problem sets?'

33 4.
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19. In your opinion, which course or courses in high school should include
.sthe use of these problems (if any)? On what level would they be
most effective?

20. Would you like to see more of these Vo-ITech math problm sets
developed? If so, in what occupations and math topics?

.21. That other changes would you suggest in format, etc.?

22. Are there other materials you would like to see developed for the
Vo-Tech math students?

c.

/la



Hear Participants:

May 28, 19)4

The second phase of the Cregon4lechiMath Project concerning the development
of teaching strategies will consist of three meetings, (a fourth if the
participants feel it is.necessary).

The first meeting will be held at the Inn of the Seventh Mbuntain near Bend,
Oregon. It will start at 0:00 pm on June 20 and continue through noon on
Saturday, June 22.

11)e meeting will have two major objectives: 1) to aid communication between
high school instructors who Mould like to offer a vo-tech math course in their
high schools; and 2) to investigate possible instructional strategies to help
integrate our problem sets into the math classrooms. In addition you will
write a contract stating which area and instructional strategy you will
develop.

Two weeks after the June 20 mleting we will contact you by phone to see if you
would like to have Ed Wright and myself meet with you individually. If not,,

we will meet with you in your geographical area about mid-simmer.

Me last meeting will be held at Linn-Benton Community College inAlbany,,
Ciegon on August 1 or 2. At this meeting the material which you developed
will be presented. After your presentation you will be receiving a check
in the amount of for your participation in the project.

We will also provide your meals and lodging while attending the meetings at
'Bead ancl,Albliny. However, we will not pay travel expenses to and from the
meetings.. t

Thank you very Much for your continued interest' in thy Oregon Vo-tech Math
Project. We are looking forward to, seeing you on June za, 1974.

Sincerely,

ft

Ed Wright
Group Leader

Dell Swearingen
Project Director

Dt/bds
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CONFEREKE
June 20-22

Inn of the Seventh Mountain
. Bend Oregon 97701

AGENDA

Thursday, Am 20

6:30 PM' Dinner at the Red Toe Restaurant

7:30 PM Opening Remarks, Ed Wright, Linn-Benton Community College
History, Dell Swearingen; Linn Benton Community College
Address on classroom instruction, Dr. Bill Fitzgerald,

University of Oregon

Note: Dr. Fitzgerald is a visiting professor from Michigan State
Univeriity. He will be at the meeting as a consultant all day
Friday.

Friday, June21

8:00AM Breakfast
. .

9:60 AM Instruction Strategies
Dick Holliday, Rogue Community College
Harold Hauser, Blue Mountain Community College
Ed Wright, Linn-Benton Community College

10:30 AM

10:45 AM

Coffee Break

Discuss in Small .groupspo'ssible- use of plem situation
in math instruction

12:30 PM Lunch

2:00 PM Write Contracts

3:00 OM High School vocational mathematics content discussion

6:00 PM Dinner

7:00 PM Discuss format .of developed Material and documentation

4 Saturday, June 20 : .
.to

8:00 AM . Breakfast
0..

9:00 AM Presentation of Proposals by Memberi. . Each member i111

present his plan of 'development. Everyone Will receive

a copy topics to be developed.

Note: Please bring curriculum material And texts used in mathematics
classes. 1*: will hold an open discussion session centered afoumi
,this material. 36
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JOHNTYLER.COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Chester, Virginia 23831, Telephone=;=.-1----'

n.-

April 26, 1974

h4earinen
Lia - uenioa Community College
Aleany, et

I ateen6ed the receat :4171 Annual neatinp in Atlantic City and had the

pleasure of attendirq: the discussion of "The Credibility Gap - 'me Needs
of inuustry. The Student's Desires, and the Two 'fear CailegetOfterinns".

o vas impressed %AO, your discussion of the Ore,-on Vo-Tech Aath Project.
our college offers severalliOcational-technical programs and I am most
interested in more information,.literature, material, etc. of the Oregon
project.

'1 an prinarily interested in the material that relates to the following
programs:

X, . ;Iacieine Tool

'6. Welding
C. Construction
D. Industrial Mechanics
s. Automotive Technology

Electronics
C. Drafting.

,.
. .

,

Thank you for your time and effort and once again let me pat duet I enjoyed
your presentation at the Annual Meeting.

,
. x-

-p

JTJ:hila

1 -38

Sincerely your,

Joseph T. T. Joretani,M c

Associate ProfesAor of Mathematics
John Tyler Corn Inity

.
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1906 Assocoauo9 Dove, Reston, %mega 22091/(703) 620-9E140

13 May 1974

Mr. Dell Swearingen, Director
Vo-Tech Math Project
Linn-Benton Community College
6500 SW Pacific Boulevard
Albany, Oiegon 97321

Dear Mr. Swearingen:

Ti e National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has developed a Teacher/Learning
Center which displays and makes available for use, in the Council's Headquarters
facility, the wide range of materials relevant to mathematics education.

We feel that your Vo-Tech Math Project would be an appropriatp addition to the
'NCTM Teacher/Learning Center. Also, we hope that information concerning products
with specific relevance.for mathematics educators will be routinely forthcoming
by including the NCTH Professional Services Office on appropriate mailing lists.

The enclosed brochures describe the Council's concerns, programs, and publications.,
We look forward to working with you and are always available for assistance in
providing professional services to the mathematics community,

Sincerely,

/.!

36seph R. Caravella
Director of Professional SerVices

JRC:j1d

Enclosures
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Mir. Dell L. Swearingen

Linn-Benton Community College
6500 Southwest Pacific Boulevard'
Albaqy, Oregon 97321

Dear Dell,

1 would like to think you very much for your excellent presentation
for our panel program at the KM Convention on .April 18. The slide
program that you had was really very well done as well as being very
interesting and informative. When the results of your efforti are
finally finished and published, I would very much like to have a copy.
Would the best. way be, as you suggested at the meeting, to write to
the State Department of Education in the Fall?

I must say that you people really plan for marvelous weather at .

your conventions. I hope that you found. your convention to be a worth
while experienceprofessionally as well as in the line of pleasure,
meaning ibe sun, the weather,'and the beach.

Perhaps someday we'willmeet ggain. 'Again let me thank you for
your fine presentation.

DCS/cam

Sincerely,

LI--)

Donna Cubit-Swoyer
Consultant



rm

Commoity College Division.
4

1221 Avenue of the Amer sas; 1«

- New York, New York 10020

telD'Swearingen
Dept,," of Math

Lynn Fenton C.C.
6500 S.W. Pacific Blvd.
Albany, Ofegon 97321

hay 16th 1974

Dear Mr. Swearingen,

hic-Glaw Hill Book Company .

t

r

"

vin 11-

My goal is to research, develop, and publish innovative educational materials
on the applications art:rand sciences fowo-year, occupational curricula.

Naturally, therefore, L was most interested to bear from Harold Hauser re-
/prOlog the Oregon Applied Mathematics Program. I wonder if you could fill'
me in on more of the parameters of the materials that have evolved to date?

ecifically, I'd be interested in the course title/description and student
didlation.praile, the mode of instruction, the media utilized, the number ofw
dules'developed, the key individuals involved, and the time schedules for '..".-

completion.
11111411m.

*OP
,SINT

I realize that this represents considerable time on your part, and I hope
that I this up to you in terms of additional 'outside input. My hope
lathe er-time, McGraw -Hill will be able to review. these programs .for
possible publication undii the.MkGraw-Hill imprint. "

.

Cordially,

4

Gerald O. Stoner
Sponsoring Editor

GOS:

CC: NAM= HAUSER

41
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LnictiniG PAC37:GB Ev74WATION SEM

Please check the most appropriattbox or boxes.

1. Learning trackage indentification'

2. The problems in this package were:
a

too easy E3 about right M .too difficult r9-1
3. Bow long did it taklgou to complete this problem package?

a

1 class pa:rip:C:3 . 2 class periods=
r C

more than 2 class periodseF

4. Bow could the Laterial in this package be improved?
a b

more instruction sheetsE3--,jg more instructor

d
packages explaining mathconcepts[73 group discussions =i

work experience CD more lectures

5. Were you able to soDft the problems is sections B and C o this

-package?
a

Yes= nop

If not, please cent:
104

6. Would you like to see more problems of this type used £p your math class? -
a b

Yes C=1 nO

7. .Otber comments:

O

42
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OREGON VO-TECH MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

nom HuOmals

A. :Problems with Solutions

CLERICAL

1. Statistics show that our town has 20,258 persons under 25 years
old; 16,977 bettieen 15 and 65 years of age: and 8,968 over 65

Years old. How many people live in o town?

Solittions

Add 20,258
16,977

+ 8,968
46,203 people

2. Man -Hours Lost From Industri Accidents, 1973

Jan Feb mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

185 96 128 89 195 116 129 160 98 114 136 145

(a) Compute the total 1973 man-hours lost

(b) What is the average monthly man-hours lost?

Solution:

,(a) -185 + 96 + 128 + 89 + 195 + 116 + 129 160 + 98 + 114
. . I

+ 136 + 145. = 1591 ian-hours lost

(b) Divide the total by the number of addends.
46.

1591 man-hours lost
= 132.583 average man-hours lost

12

3. If there are 759 families in the suburb of Lionville and the
,median amily income is $12,750 a'year, what should be a good
estimate of the annual income of the community7;

Solution:

759 fam4ies x $12,750 per fapily = $9,677,250
-

48
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WHOLE NUMBERS

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

azittc:At

4. Burns Bakery uses 59 lbs of rye flour a week. They have 354 lbs

on hand. Sow many weeks will it last?

Solution:

5. At the beginning of the week Smiths Grocery had 14 brooms in
stock. During the week a shipment of 3 dozen arrived and all
of then were put in stock. At the end of the week 23 remained
in stock. How many were sold during the week?

Solution:

6. A ticket seller at a baseball game was liven 150 eighty7fiie
cent tickets and $25.00 in'change. At the endkof the game he
turned in 17 tickets and $138.25 ip money.

(a) Is this the amount of money he should have returned?

00 If not, Sow much was it more or less than the correct amount?

Solution:

49



WHOLE nuxezits ". .CLERICAL

C. Problems Solutions
.

for two days for the New

Friday - Thursday

,without

,

7. The following quotations were given
York Stock Exchange.

Volume of shares traded 14,150,00 18,300,000

Different COMO*Dies whose
v stook was traded
(Issues Traded) 1,582' 1,612

Issues that advanced in
price . 741' 584

Issues that declined in
. price OA 832

(a) Sow much less was the volume for Friday than ith;,dr.bmin

on Thursday?

(b) what was the difference in issues traded for the two days?

(c) Now many more stocks showed advances on Friday than on
Thursday?

(d) By how much did those stocks shoving ad:Zires outnumber
those showing declines on Friday?

Solution:

8. Deliveries of milk to the Green Haven Cheese Factotiefrom five
local dairies were as follows: 2,470 gallons; 3,240%gallons;
2,210 gallons; 1,570 gallons and-3,765 gallons. pow many
gallons were delivered to the factory?

Solution:

zU
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WHOLE NUMBERS
,
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A

CLERICAL

C. Problems Without Solutions (continued)

9. The New York.Stock Exchange listed the following stocks as the
ten leaders in volume of sales for a particular days

Imperial Cp of Amer 425;700

Bristol Myers .233,700
Sinclair 199,400
Occidental Petrol 136,300
Eastern Airlines 128,700

'Guff and Western 125,600

Chrysler '125,4000e
Gerber Products 124,400
American Motors 120,500
Swift Company 109,100

(a) What was the total number of shares sold for the top ten
companies that day?

(b) By bow many shares did the volume of Chrysler stock exceed
the sales of American Motors Stock?

(c), What was the total number of shares sold of Sinclair,
Occidental Petrol, and Gulf and Western?

Solution:

10. Vistors to the county museum during the first week after it had
opened were' follows: Sundays, 869; Monday, 456; Tuesday, 317;

Wednesday, 725; Thursday, 294; Friday, 375; and Saturday, 961.
Whatyas the'average daily attendance?

Solution:
-r-

51



;HOLE NUMBERS

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

11. A real estate agent sold a 37-acre farm at $420.00 per acre.

He took as part payment a smaller farm of 16 acres at $500.00
per acre. How much cash should he receive in addition?

=Riad,

Solution:

.

Solutions to 8 problems

8.4

354 lbs 354 Ilea; x week 6 Weeks
59 lbs /week 59 Ws

8.5

There are 12 in a dozen. Multiply 3 x 12 and add 14.
This tells bow many he had to sell all together. Then
subtract 23.

/

8.6

(3)(12 brooms) a 36 brooms
+14 brooms
50 brooms

-23 broods
27' brooms

(a) First find out how many tickets'he sold:

150 tickets 17 tickets = 133 tickets

At '$0.85 per ticket: (133 tig)(ets)($0.85/ticKet) = $113.05

He should turn in this plus the.$25.00: $113.05 + $25.00 = $138.05

The anwser to (a) is No..

(b) The difference between $138.25 - pluton = $0.20

He turned in $0.20 more than the correct-amount.

5 2

r .
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OREGON 0-TEOli MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

FRACTIONS CLERICAL

A. Problems with Solutions

1. If 1/20 of each paycheck is deducted fbr insurance, whit,is
the total annual salary4 a an who receives $1,710.00 each
month" after the deduction has been made?

Solution:

$1,710 is 19/20 ofthe paycheck before deductions
r

$1,710 = (19/20).x x = total monthly salary

$34,200 = I9x

$1,800 = x

total annual salary = ($1,800)(12) = S21,600

2. During the weekltustockroqp issued the follbwing amounts of
No. 206 nails.

Monday 24 7/8 lbs
Tuesday 18\1/3 lbs
Wednesday 21 5/16 lbs
Thursday 24 3/8 lbs

Friday 19 7/16 lbs

Total lbs

If there were 206 1/8.1bs on hand at the beginning of the week,
_how many pounds were remaining in stock at the end of the week?

SolutiOn:

26 7/8 lb + 181/3 lb +21 5/16 lb. +. 24 3/8 lb + 19 7/16 lb =

26 42/48 lb + 18 16/48 lb + 21 15/48 lb + 24 18/48 lb k 19 21/48 lb =

108 112/48 lb = 410 1/3 lbs

Amount remaining = 206 3/24 lbs - 110 8/24 lbs

= 205 27/24 lbs - 110 8/24 lbs

= 95 19/24 lbs

.

2.,;.j



FRACTIONS

A.

CLERICAL

A. Problems with Solutions (continued)

3. Mr. Jones oust have nest baseboard installed" in two officet.
One office is 12 3/4 ft by 14 2/3 ftiwith a 3 ft door. The
other office is 13 1/6 ft by 17 1/2 ft with a 2 1/2 ft door.
Sow many 'feet of baseboard should Mr. Jones order?

solution:

we add the perimeters of both room and:slibtractthe,door widths

12 3/4 ft + 12 3/4 ft + 14 2/3 ft + 14 2/3 ft - 3 ft =

12 9/12 ft + 12 9/12 ft + 14 8/12 ft + 14 8/12 ft - 3 ft =

49 34/12 ft = 51 5/6 ft

17 1/2 ft + 17 1/2 ft + 13 1/6 ft + 13 1/6 ft - 2 1/2 ft =

17 3/6 ft + 17 3/6 ft + 13 1/6 ft + 13 1/6 ft - 2 3/6.ft =

58 5/6 ft

51 5/6 It + 58 5/6 ft w 110 2/3 ft

B. Problems with Sepirate Solutions

4. $100-was divided among three people. The first received 2/5
of the amount and the second received 1/4. How much did each
of the three people receive?

Solution:

.

5r, fteight car which is 7/16 full tapes on. at: additional load

Of 1/5, of its.ca0a.t1,1 its" first delivery stop, 3/8.0f

,its,_capaity'it delivered. 'Mat fracti.oh of.iiicapeatris-
nowavailable for use?

r

Solution:

' I

d

Gsj J.

. , .
t
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B. Problem with Separate Solutions (continued)

.2

tILTSIChL

6. Mr. White owned 3/3 of a business, Mr. Boyt owned 1/2, Mr. Evans
.owned 3/9 and Mr;Baines ofted the remainder. If hr. Baines'
share was worth $3,700, hiw mach were the shares held by each of

the other partners worth?

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. Calculate the cubic feet of storage in a bin which measures
'2 5/12 ft by3 1/13 ft by 1 3/4 It. (length x width x depth)

Solution:

MP'

8.A clerk cannot find the production figures for two years ago.
Be has last year's 'figures ,showing snoop units produced 'mad
rememberS figuring that last year's prodiction.was up approximately
1/6 over the year before. Apprcodmatelewhat was the production
two years ago?

Solution:.

4

.9. If t requires ..16 weeks at 40 hours per week for 22' men to
_complete a job, how many weeks would it take.them to complete..
thelob working 56 hours per week if they.accompl!sh only 9/10
as much per hour whew. working for a greater number of hours Per
week?

Solution:

t

e
co

;
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FRACTIONS CLERDAL

C. Problems without Solutions (cautioned)

10. Total area of Grey's Lumber Mill is 1,773 sq ft. The parts

department occupies 591 sq-ft. What fraction of the total
apace does the parts department occupy?

Solution:
I

Solutions to B problems.

8.4

($100)(2/5) - $40 lst person receives

-//
($100)(1/4) - $25 2nd person receives

($100 $40) - $25 =$315 3rd person receives

8.5

7/16 + 1/5 =35Z80 16/80 = 51/80 amount of capacity that
the car carries

51/80 /3/8 =1/80 - 30/80 = 21/80 amount of capacity now
available

B.6 g,

x= Mr. Baines' share = total amount in business

.2/3 4 1/2 1/94 x = 1 $3,700 = (1/18)8

6/18 9/18 2/18 + x.= 1 ($3,700).(18) = B

.

. x = 1/18 166,600 = 8
> . :

I .
; Mr- White (1/3)($66,600) = $22,200

Mr. Hoyt (1/2)($66,607) . $33,300
. -

Mr. Evers (1/9)4%6,600) = $.7,400



OREGON VO-TECE mAta PROJECT

EVAWATION PACKAGE

IECIPALS CLERICAL.

A. Problems with Solutions

1. Sales for the day in one department of a.notions store were
as follows: $26.50, $0.76, $12.20, $3.56, $20.09, $8.80,
$5.60, $3.76 and $4.20. Iliad the total of all sales that
were less than $10.00 and the total sales for the day.

Solution:

It is necessary to add all numbers less than $10.00.
Remember to keep the decimals in a vertical line..

$ .76

3.56
8.80
5.60
3.76

. 4.20
$26.68

For the second part, add $26.68 to all those values over
$10.00.

$26.68
26.50
12.20,
20.09
$85.47

2. The monthly telephone bills for the Banes Optical Company for 6
months were: $47.16, $59.25, $63.75, $43.50, $59.25 and $87.16.
What was the average monthly-telephone bill during this time?

0

Solution:

To fina the average, add all the bills and divide by the
number of bills.

$ 47.16
59.25
63.75
43.50 ..

$360007 $60.01
59.25 6
87.16

$360.07

57
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A. Problems with Solutions (continued)

3. Tind the cost of. shipping 37 boxes whose average weight is
26.25 lbs at 16.5* per Eundred pounds.

Solution:

total weight se 126.25 lbs/b4)(37 bomiEs)

971.25;,lbs-

971.25 lbs expiessed in hundreds of lbs sis 9.7125 lbs

cost (9.7125 hundrpelbs) ( $O. 165/htindrie lbs)

B S1.60

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

4. J. Jenkins worked 43 hours during the week at the rate of $2.35
an hour. What was his gross earnings if he was paid 1 1/2 times
his regular rate for any time over 40 hours?

Solution:

S. Mrs. Harvey ass6bles, on an average, 217 items per day at 420
eich. How much does she earn in A week if she maintains this
average for 6 days?

Sblution:

58
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DECIIMIS

EL Problems with Separate Solutions (continued)

CLESCE041.

6: Prom 26.653 tons of steel, 18.36 tons are sold. Sow many tons

are left?

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions -

N

.7: Ifc35.6 miles of highway cost.$1,157,000, what would 46.3 adles
cost at the sane price per mile?

Solution:

F

8. Upholstery fabric costs $3.97 a yard. What is the met of
12.35 yards?

Solution:

9. During the weekt'it. J. Aland worked 8 1/4 hours, 7 hours,
10 hours, 7 3/4 hours, 6 3/4 hours and 4 hours. If he received
$6.50 per hour, how such did be earn?

Solution:

10. What is the tax on a piece of property if the assessed valuation
..is $660 and the tax rate is $8.33 per $100?

Solution:

a

A

59.,
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C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

11. Peicils for the office cost two and forty -three hundredths cents
apiece. Bost =Lich would one gross 144) cost?

Solution:

Solutions to B problems

B.4

B.5

.9.6

For 40 hours work he makes

(40 4es)($2.35/00 = $94.00

For his overtime he makes

(43 hrs - 40 hxs)($2.35/hr)(1.5) = (3 his)($3.525/br)

$10.575 rounds to $10.58

Total Pay * $94.00 $10.58 = $104.58

In one day she earns

(217 ($0.12 /i * $26.04

In 6 days she would earn
P11

($26.04)(6) = $156.24

The rule for subtracting decimals is the same as for'adding
keep the decimais,tn a line.

26.653 tons
-18.36 tons
8.293 tons

60
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OREGON VOwTECU !BATA PROJECT

-EMMARTION PACEAGE

RATIO Am PROPORTION

4.. Problems with Solutions

CUERICAL

1. A saLessau was paid a commission of $20 for selling $250 porth
of goods.. What sould be his comm4sioi2 oat ;350 of sales at
the same rate of caretissiod?

The ratio of the dollars of commissions et-ails the ratio of
the dollars of sales.

Solution:

$20 = x
$250 $350

250x = ($3S0)(20)

250x = $7,000

x = $28

'2. A logging crew cuts, loads, and trucks 9300 board feet of
timber to the mill in 3 days and continues to work at the same
rate. Oi what day is the 150,000th 10011 foot delivered to the
mill?

Solution:

3 ;Wm
9,300'board ft 150,000 board ft

(9,300 'hoard ft) x = 450,000 board ft x day

450,000 boapeft x day
9,300 boitreft

x= 48 days

61
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IFATIO MD PROPORTION CLERIC2IL -

A. Problems with Solutions (continued)

3. Dick was paid $5.85 for 4 1/2 bOurs. At the same rate,
how such shonldhe be paid for working 7, hours?

The ratio of the dollars equals the ratio of the hours.

Solutions'.

4.5 hr s 7 hr
$5.85 s

(4.5 hr)s im,$40.95 x hr

$40.95 x bet

4.5 be
. .

s = $9.10

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

4. If 6 yards.of 'cloth cost $5.25, what will 10 yards cost at the
same rate?

Solution:

5, If.9.yards of goods cost $7.50, how many yards can be bought
for 450.002

0
, .

. .
. 1 .

.

, Solution:
r ,f

. ' ;"
..". b

. 0

do.

r

'"

62 .
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RATIO MD PROPORTION

R. Problems with Separar-s Solutions. {continued)

6. Aaron. Rank sells a custoier a S -yard remnant of Chintz for $2.7S.
"Rare's another piece "of '1.3 yards," he says, that yOu'can buy
at the sAme rate." Row such is Aaron Rank asking for the 13
yard piece?

'CLERICAL

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. Apex Company granted wage increases to its employees. The
monthly payroll rose from $10,000 to $12,000. sieve's wages,
which had been $S7S, rose in proportion. Now such a month did
he earn after the raise?

Solution:

d. A firm's expenses for'S weeks amounted to $1,600. At this
rate what would the *eases amount to in a year?

Solution:

6

63



PATIO AND PROPORTION

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)
-

D. Carl Maynard, maintenance supervAsor, droveto.the plant Monday ""
morning and found that the cellar was flooded to a depth of
18 inches. Be. turned on the pump and in 40 Rialtos the water
level went down 1 1/2 inches. At this rats, how long did it
take Carl to pump all the water out of the cellar?.

Solutions

10. Compare the cost of paint at $5.00 a gallon with the cost of
paint at $1.50 a quart.

Solution:

t'
11. A man receives $14 for working 8 hrs. How much would be receive

for working 50 hours, at the same rate of pay?

Solution:

Solutions to B problems

8.4 A°

Lords 10 yards
$5.25

(6 yards)s = $52.50.x yards

s MALL:LEIF_
6 yvds

s'w $8.75

64
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RATIO MD RBOPORTICS

Solutions to la probiims (continusd)

3.5

8.6

....
.1. a

41 .
1... 6 .'...., .... 6.., 6.6..

-

t

a-ZiL_te
$7.50 $50

($7.50)x = $450 yards

x $450 yards
$7.50

x = 60 yards

11i011 13 yards
$2:75 is

(5 yards)x $35.75 yards

535.75 yards

5 Y4ds

x = $7.15

CLERICAL

t'

65
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wHOLE NEDCBERS

Solutions to C Problems

C.7. 1

(a) Subtract 18,300,000 shares
b -- 14,150,000 shares

4,150,000 shares

C.8

C.9

(b) Subtract

1
(0) Subtract

(d) Subtract

. 2,470 gallons
3,240 gallons
2,210 gallons

1,570 gallons
it 3,765 gallons
13,255 gallons

1,012 issues
- 1,582 issues-

. 30 issues

741 stocks
- 584 stocks
157 stocks

741 stocks
- 604 stocks

137-4050a-

7

CURD=

(a). 44,700 -
233,700

.199,400
136,300

400128;7
125,600- ,

125,400
124,400 .

120,500 .

*(b)

.

(c)

125,400'

120,500 .

',..-

/

.

,

..

-...

, -

..

1r

. :

AM.

4,900 share's
/

.:
199,4d0

n 6,300
+.125,600

461,300 shares-

+ 109,100*
.

. -

.

1,728,800 shares -. . 4'.-

. a: :,

..
.

o
,

re

63
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WHOLE HOMERS

Solutions to C problems (coptinuedi.

C.10

C.11

-

r

-

:

-1
CLERICAL

869 4 456 + 317 + 725 + 294 -1- 375+ 961 3,997 people
7 7 days

iJ

571 people per 4y
,

(5420.00/aOte) (37 ac,tes) (S500.00/akte) (16 "tad) =

$15,5.40 = $8,000 = 57,540 .

4

4

4.
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Solutions to C problcies

C.7
A.

$1,157,000
35.6 -miles

C.-8

-C.9

C.10

-

-

5$32:500/Dge7

a

$32,500 per gilt_
; =

_ .

(46 .3)4res)' -041,504,750
-:

(12.35 Y4gdsr($3.97/Y0e) = $49.03
. "'"w-

.

'
, 4'

-

-.4

1. 4 3 :.
44. . 41. .;It .

CLERICAL

t

8.25 hr.+ 7.hr 4- IQ hr.4;..7.7,5 hr + 6:75 hr 4- 4.11!;, = 43.75 sr.-
.

(43.75 bor)($6.50/12t) = 28448 -2

*! 4860) (0.0833i-
;100 _ `

*454.08

, '*k . .
"st.

-
(144.oeneils)-(2.:414/peneil) = (144 pencils) ($0.0243/pepdth-

. %JIM:344 "'

* $3.50

G

'

%.

6 43 .

. .

re

V

t

-

,

4.
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FRACTIWS

Solutions to C problems

C..7 -

:
(g. (ft, )1 ft)( ft) = 35:4 cu ft

- . .
.

. ,,,

0

I

CLUICAL

83
o = 13 irs cu ft

C.8

x = production of two years ago

511,09units = (7/6)x'

C:9

4

--

3,066,000 units = 7x

438,000 units 0 x

(16 49465)(4d bours/watk)(22) = 14,080 hours to complete job

W(I01)(56 hrs/week)(22) =.14,080 brs 6

wC51C hp/week)(22) = 14,080 bxs

St,
!1110.

0.
eex = 14,080 hrs

w = (14,080 hrs)e. 10 A
11,088hr/week)

w = 140,800 Ale x week

.t

11,088 .be

w = 12 7 74e weeks
11-,088

w'= 12 44 weeks -
63

69
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!FACTIONS

Solutions to C problems

C.16

591 melt 1
1,773 sleet T

70 ,

CLUT.CAL

1111.0

40.j
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PATrO AND PPDPOMICIJ CZER90,

Solutions to C problems

C.7

C.8

C.9

C.10-

$10,000 . $575 1d,000x = $6,900,000' k = $690

i12,000 x

5 weeks . 52 weeks

$1,600 x

(5 weeks)x ='$.83,200 weeks

x . $83,200 witsks
wisks

x = $16,640

40 min
1.5 in "18 Lb

,
I a'

Ay.

U.S in)x = 720 0.32(in)

720 min(iiT)

2.5 ier

.x = 480 min = 8 hrs

$5:00
$1:50

4

$1.2541.50

5:6`

$14

Shr .50 hr

(8 hr)x = .$700 hr

X =
$700 hr
8 be

$87.50

4

:°3

.

.

k

.1.71

.

ix

;;,'

.

.

"
1.4

,



OREGOtt V072ECH DATA PROJECT

svAufnuel PACK

WHOLE HOMERS

A. -Problems .with. Sorutions

,

1. rind the total lineal feet. of 'wall for the fThor plan shown..

Solution:,

)
ei

s

lineal'feet .0 36' 4-'36..4-'12' + 9' + 16' + 11' It 12' + 34!
<sr-

sr 168 ft
.

.

2. If one an could 1144,115 square. feet, of flooring perpour, hiow
many square feat 9-ould a crew cf threaltien lay in an 8 -hoar` day?.
Solution: , r

,(115 .ft4ftigah:h r)- (3 .eu .) in 145 sq f.: ft/hr
.-

6. 13415 sq ftyrc)(-13.be) -Y,76c1:.sq ft
,

.therefore tleree men cotild. jai) 2; 260' ft in hours
. -

;
' f? ,.,

. -

.7

4 fr
.

...F."

,

4'



WBOLE swans r CONSTROCTD30

Problers with Solutions (continued)

3. Determine the number of 4' x 8' sheets of pheet rock needed for
the wall in the accompanying figure.

r
8'

L 24' -al
In calculating the number of sheets of sheetrock, the number.
size, and location of openings must be considered since the
minimum number of joints is desirable.

Solution:

In this figure the size and location Of the -

openings-.make it necessary to cut the openings
from full sheets of matekial.

lineal_feet m 24 M
widtakof wall board 4X/sheet

(7- x 6 sheets-
.:

-
1 .

B. Prdblems with Separate Solutioni

4. From aboard 96 inches long 3,pieces are to be cut -x-24 inches.

28 inches, and 36 inches in length. Bow long is the piece that

.remains?

Solution:

. .
-

S. Sow many pieces otelle will be needed to cover a floor having

'an area 'of% 15L square yards if there are 16 pieces of tile per ,

." square yard?

Smluaon:

7 eJ
4,

"`aviiP . a
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WN012. NUMBERS CONSTRUCTION

B. Problems with SeilLteSolutiome (continued).

6. Sow any linear' feet of r x:6" will be needed to frame the

sliding door as shown?

J

How many 14 foot pieces would be needed? Row nanny board feet
would this be? If 2" x 6" cost $150 per thousand board foot,
how much would these 14 foot pieces cost?

boird feet. withickness, in)(width,in)(length, ft)
12

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. The walls of a building measure 242 feet, 143 feet, 210 feet,
18 feet, 32 feet, -and 125 feet. What is the total length of
the walls?

Solution:

7 4
g

.1.
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C. Problems without Solutions (=tinted) ...
A a 1 , ..

8: A pile of 1=ber -contains 205 b.:rds 10:1ftetel*, 83 board6.
12 feet long, 172 boards 8 feett.:4clig; acid 115 boakds 16 feet

i r

t)

I

... . . ,
1 111- ,

.r . .. ,

.: .. .
4 P .;

; t w

1 ,

4 long. .- ,t1.. .

a) ,How many boards in the pile?
i : . ,

b) Bow many 1 feet of lumbar' are in this #.ile?

. S011ati OA :

.4

9: The number of studs in the exterior walLw an be =estimated' by
-finding the Lineal feet of %tall, with no deductions. Hai many.
studs Sipuld be 'required fa!' eta exterior waile.for the floor
plan ebown? -:,_-

06

.1.

' . 6
.0 1

4

. .

..

or`

.

i

.

.



IWOLE UUKFIERS 1. CONSTRUCTION

C. Problems without Solvtions (continued)

'30. A room is 15 feet wide and 21 feet long. How many 9' x 9" tile
,would bp, needed to cover the floor of this room?.4

j.

Solution:

1

1

! SOlatiOPS to B problems

4

,

B4 '

B. 5

B. 6

.

24" 28" + 36" = 88 in

96" - 88" =.8 in

therefore 8 inches remains"

(35 sa..yas)(16 tiles/N.18) = 560 tiles

linear feet = (4)(12' 6") + (8)(6' 3")

= 48' 24" 48' 24."

= 50' + 50! = 100 'ft

100 frt

r

therefore 8 pieces 14 feet long are needed

board feet =[(2)1:1(14/8 = 112 board fp

cost = ($150/thousah0.-Woard ft) (0.112 thousah0.b6Ad ft)

= $16.80 ,

*76



OREGON VO-TECH 4MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

DECIMALS CONSTRUCTION

A. Problem with Solution

1. A steel sheet 2.5 inches, wide is to be sheared into 6 strips of
equal width. How wide will each strip be?

2.50".

Solution:

1

x = width of strips

2.5 in

6 strips

'x = 0.42 in per strip

B. Problem with Separate Solution

2. How high would a pile of 18 metal sheets reach if each sheet is
0.0181" thick?

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

3. If naili cost $19.85 per 100-1b keg, how 'such would 539 pounds
; 1cost? (The. 39 counds were bought at the same rate)

1

Solution:

6 .

77
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44.

DECIMALS CONSTRUCTION

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

4. 'How many metal sheets will there be in a stack of sheets
approximately 24 inches high if each sheet is 0.0096 inches thick?

Solution:

5. Concrete for a slab floor cost $341.42. At $19.85 per cubic
yard, how many yards of concrete were.used?

Solution:

solution to B problem

B.2

height = (18 shadts)(0.0181 in/sheet)

= 0.3258 in

78

-
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OREGON VO-TECH MATH PROYECT,

EVALUATION PACKAGE

FRACTIONS CONSTRUCTION

A. Problems with Solutions

1. What is the thickness of a table top made of 3/4 inch plywood
and covered with 3716 inch glass?

Solution:

thickness = 3/4" + 3/16" = 12/16" 3/16" = 15/16 in

2. How many pieces of lumber 1 5/8 inches wide will be needed to
cover a Space 39 inchei wide?

Solution:

p = number of.pieces needed

39 in
1 5/8 in/piece'

39 In x piece
P 13/8 ,i..0

p = (39 pieces)(8/131

p = 24 pieces

'8.
-
Problems with Separate Solutions

3. A carpenter n eeded a piece of lumber 2 3/8 inches wide. Now
..wide a piece is left if the original. piece was 5 5/8 inches,---"-

and 3/16 inch is allowed for the saw cut?

Solution:

4. What is the thickness of a wall if the stud is 3 5/8 inches,
the exterior covering 11/16 inch and the interior covering

13/32 inch?

`.. Solution:

_7 3
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FRACTICeiS

C. Problems without Solutions.

CONSTRUCTION

5. If 5/32 inch is allowed for each cut, what will be the width
of each of three equal pieces cut from a piece of lumber /%5/8
inches wide?

.

Solution:

6". Compute the rivet spacing on the drawing.

/8."
Solution:

R/VETS EallALLY SPACED

7. Find the Length of the rivets (1/8 inch diameter) needed to
rivet one thickness of 28-gauge(0.0149 inch thick) sheet metal
and one piece of 12-gauge (0.1046 inch thick) band iron to the
closest 32nd ok an inch.

Note: In order to form the head On a rivet it must
project 1 1/2 times the diameter of the rivet beyond

. the thickness of the material being riveted.

Solution:

0

. 0

t
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FRACTIONS

Solutions to B-problem

B.3

4.

ti

amount left = (5 5/8" - 2 7/4") - 3/16"

= (4 13/8" - 2 7/8") - 3/16"

= 2 6/8" - 3/16"

= 2 12/16" - 3/16"

B4

="2 9/16 in
4

thicirness = 3 5/8" + 11/16" + 13/32? .

.

= 3 20/32" 22/32" 443/32"

r.

V

'CONSTRUCTION

= 3 55/32"

4 23/32 in

81

1
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WROLE NUMBERS

Solutiorts to C problems

r.s

C-9

. . 4
. .

4

96151110c110N,

. .

.... N

total length = 242,' +443' 4.'210' +-18' + 32' + 125'
.. ..

..

Is 770 ft

a) ' 205 boards
83 boards

172 ds
+ 16 ds
476

b) (205 boatds)(10 ft/b9aid) =-2,050 ft

(83 boaeas) (12 ft/boaid) F 996 ft

(172 boatas)(8 ft/boafd) = 1,376 ft

(16/bdiras)(16 ft/boafd) = 256 ft

Total linear feet = + 996' + 1,376'

= 4,678 ft.

- total lineal .fiet = 24' + 4' + 12'

.= 12' + 8'.+ 16'

= 248 ft
.

therefore 248 studs aieitifiired7

4; 256'

.
6..

.

1

4.,4!,_ +.:1S:.* 24' go +
. :

+_8' + 10' + 8' 34' +6d'.

0 -C. 10 t
... ..

. ..

. !
6,415 AO (12 in/ft) = 180 n

. .

:f
. ...-

, .A21.4a(12 in/it) _ .252 in! ..
. -

» , 180.in 180 kft:x the
9 in/tile 20 tiles, e.

''' BAlt s'

. .. .

.%
4

V.

1

251 in 252 'in x
= 28 tiles

9 in/tile 9 in

(20 tikes) (28 tiles) "": 560 sg:tiles

-

therefore. 560 tiles_ 9" x 9" are. required .

82

. / .

.0 .1 .
."

.



DECIYALS

Solutions to C problem

C.3
.

C.4

C.5

V

4.

4

total cost = ($19k5

* $106.

s = number of sheets

s= 24 in
0.0096 in/sheet

s'. 24 irr x sheet

0.0096 le

s = 2,500 sheets

CONSTROCDICei

ibis) (5.39 hundred- lbs)

yards of concrete = $341.42
$19.85/cu yd

4341.42 x cu yd
219.85

= 17.2 cu yds

ff

8f3 -

f

\

or

-0
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t FRACtIONi
.
f

SOlUti OILS to C problems

<

I

I

c.5

.

S

C. 6

q

.
q+-V7

o

, 0

irmsfr

4E,

a

width of pieces 7 5/8" - (2) (5/32.")= 3 pieces

7 5/8" - 5/16"
4-77.1.2rei
7 10/16" - 5/16*a

3 pieces :

7 5/18"
3 piecet :

117/16 in/piece
3

.triir-14 in per piece)

' = 39/16' in per piece
yr A.

ft 2 1,416 In per piece
- ..

placement of rivets =
18 in

8 spaces -...
= 2 1/4 in per space.

.. es

q

.

NO

CONSTRIXTION

r

.

length' of -riv.e.t = 0.0149" + 0.1046" '4.. (1.5) (1/8") .

, .
,s, .. -.13.7495" + (3/2) (l /e)

41. _.... Ligs- ,- 3"gr ...
. 1,0,000 ,-16.

I. 4 .

.1

. 4.a 38,2404, 60,000"_--
320,000 . 320,.000

,..
. . 98,240". .,

'.320,000 ...
. .,_ .9"8...0.- t .

32

.-;, .
.

(therefore 10/32 inch lis'needed*.
4. ,,

v ,

.:.----- '

.
.

....

.8 ;.
4

e
- ..

..

.. .

:

i

q

I

O

,..

.,

6

q

t

.

I

q

.

s



OREGON VO-TECH MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKA

WHOLE M.W.BEn TO.R=ST PRODUCTS

1
A. Problems with Solutions

1: The purchaser of timber is required to post bond to cover the

value of the timber cut. One purchaser has obtained bond to
cover timber cuts in several...gales in the Ochoco Natidnal
Forest as indicated below. What is the total bond required
of the purchaser?

44

4 'I

Name of Sale

LatigO
Dry Mountain
Crows foot Salvage

Wickiup

Claw Creek
Sundown

Bekly
Sourdough
Coppe rson, Twb

.

tI4
solutiork:

.

Total amourtig, $4,500 1 $45,.000.+. 462,000 4. Sl25,000-4-

t34;000 + Al6,0044L + $wo 475,doo a8,000

= 6440,06040

Amount of Bond

$ 34,500
45,000
62,000

.125,000

34,000
-46,000

500

75,000
1 '18;000

.2. Complete the coat analysis report for a tiMber 'sale

in' the esOhuiep National Forest
. .

` -

.

, .

. - . Arnitar,. of : "., COSTS . _ .........--- -

. ; !.: :. '
- - .

, area"; * , per unit'''. total _
1. )441. int'. .:ag P14.1rog . . '. $55 .

- 'b) aifnatig '. 482 ., ..* $10
.

.. ; .

.. .

_
..-

2. Rana
_

.. a) 'Piling, . .1S -, $80
: b4 ',BurriinVI "- tt?. . , 15 $10. ,

4, ,

,

3. Oth'er- a)- Iptir Road' - Lagd±hg ,'*-:-
..

:.

& Slash ..,

1)) Hopping and Signirlg "-- -r-:
. .. .

_4, tlipplemental Protection -- . --- ,
' A, 4 II, ,.' ._

5; Impi'oVedent ».
'.,...

'

-- ...

..

- . ..:...-

I--;, .._
..,

4156AL costr.:._

%G. tadlieCt 'Cos:is

4

., .
4.:. ,

" '. .. 43). ..v....... .
a...

. . ,.. -. .. .. t.:-..... ... ...

$905

$373

23?,

S22,937

, . ". ,
.,

*
a

MI



WHOLE UUM3ERS 'FOREST ?MOM

A. Problems with Solutions (continued)

2. Solutions

Its 3 through 6 are single item costs and do not
depend on per unit costs.' Thus these costs appear only
in the "total" column.

.1. a) (462 u0kts)($55/umit) $25,410
b) (462 upits)($10/unkr) = $4,620

2. a) (15 uLiks)($80/umtt) = $1,200
b) (15 upits)($10/!net). = $250

Total Costs = $25,410 $4,620 + $1,200 + $150 + $90t 4-'

$373 + $3,307 + 5239 + $ 1'2,937 +

= $59,141

. ,

lk .

3. If a timber cruiser-ran two patallel lines AB and CD across
a forty acre tract (1/16 of a section.- see sketch) and tallied
all trees for one chain on each.side of each line, how many
acres of timber would be tally? t

-Definition 10 square chains equals one acre

Cw

tiUtiOn: -

2

MIFINMI

-1

1

2C//
.

#r

a

I

I

't

4

#

#
#

.

.2C I,'I

8

We need to know the ar in each recangle along the-.
lipes Ad and' CD and thel add these axeas.

4Artea = width x .lersjth

= CI ch)(20.ch).

=40 square chains

WeAtave 2 equal ractangles, therefore.

total area 4:9's4 eh + 40 sqch = 80 sq-ch

Acke = 8° 141 th
LO sith/icre

80 Amech * acre
acres

16 sqech

86

414

1



MOW NUF,B.Mi % roiEsT pRbricis

B. Fr011ems with Separate Solutions .

:following information was obtained during a'precruis
t.a prORated *ale area in the Ocboco National Forest.

Unit No . Acres Plots

-.2

'156

33

17

4

. 3 20 .2

4 122

5 16 2

6 59 6
7 83 9

iu

a) Determine the total number of acres and plots in this precruise.

. Determine thetaverage number of:

.ploti per uilit
c) acres per unit
d) acres per plot

Solution:

(to the nearest whole number)

5. A truck load of alder trees for pulp wood is.delivered.to"a
paper mill. TheO.opded trick weighs 74,540 lbs and theitempty
truck weighs 24,140 lbs. The driver-owner of the truck is paid
$3.65 per ton for delivery of,the load. Find the total weight
of the load and- e truckep's pay. The seller of the trees is
paid by the cor which is figured on the basis of 5,000 lbs
per cord. Find enumber of cords in the truck load to the
,nearest hundredth.

k

. ..

,Definitions: Cord - a unit of wood measurement 4 2eet wide,
8 feet long, and 4 feet.high

;
k -

k

Solution:

ff .
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waor..i UMBERS FOREST ProDocrs

B. Problems with.Separate Solutions (continued)

6. A hardboard plant operates for three 8-hour shifts. A certain

day's in 1/8" measure board for the day shift was

224,000; fling shift was 119,2007-graveyard shift was 224,000.
The total produCtion for -the year up to this day was 98;941,8186
standard boards. Find the total production for the year as'of
this day.

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. A company employs a .total of 15 people. Six at them earn
$8,500 per year; two .earn $10,500; two were employed at an
annual salary of $11,000. The remaining employees earn $9,800r:
Determine the average_annual-salary foi the s.

Solution:.

8, A forester strip cruises a 40 ac re tract and obtains a sample
from 1/8 or 20% of the tract. jtow'matty4acreFdoes he sample?

Solution:

.s

/

N4

4

l

t

' --- '
,

.

.

4.

4 -_

,

'

/
,1 C..... 1

1
''..

.

'.:1" .

-.

..- '''

4.
'...

P: '"_: ....

.,0"...

-
.

-,..".4
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ti 1:77V FOREST BRODOCTS,

C. Problmoslorithout Solutions (continued)

9. The following item i are costs ititukrea'by adielf-employed

logger with .one employee whod,opftx-a4s..an avtege of 10-bours
per day throughout the work siescA of 120'-dliyi., Determine
the annual business oost'and the cm!-10:per hour of operation

due to the following itess

vi

.1usiness Liability Insurance $ 443/yr ; -

.watekman's sensation 706

Insiarance ($50,000) c 1,190

Office in hone @ S25/rcux,12 no. 4 _. . 300
Telephone in hose 240-

Bookkeeping. Taxes; ittormey . . . .. . i,004"
Pick up 9 170/mile x 25,000 tai

. :.
4,250

Firewagon @ $1000 divided over 10 yrs. . . 190

Chain Saws A SMall Tools. .....
,.. . -- . -600---' 4

72 Chokers @ $25 each (3/4 in) 1,800 'r
Moving Cost ... ' 250 .:

Other Costs . OPEN '. --- ,
i

.. 5:.t
Solution: .,,

; ..

4

, I

.
J

%. '

10. The Oregon State Department ofPorestry'furpishes tire .

protection for 16.3 millioh acres o£, forest's. ..zivaireragtort'.

1,057 fires are controlifiaahnually.;.!'eta.simrag4n4bei.cf,,
acres of forest horned each'yeir during ths.laSt-4k.yesefs' .

was 14,641 acres.- _FirorvOntrOl'eNpeilOiturei..toial-$614,;000 .

. . .

annually. .

.
. -

a) Ditermine tha-averige thither og acres:of _forest burr eh
per fire' each year to the

;

near est acre:." .

hi. -Determine the average per eo4;cost.4or,fireisupieSilop
each year to the nearest ten tents.

.

;- ;

.
tolution:

:
. .

. - .

-

. 4 .
0 ' r

1,,

/// V

4,40

o;.

, .' .
.

-.:

4

%. .

0

",.

t.
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WHOLE NUMBERS

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

4'

.4

h.

t

11. Fill in'tbe blanks below and cross - check.
.

Volume in Board Feet, Decimal Scale
Deductions ;

FOREST PRODUCTS

Log* 'Gross Scale for defects 'Net Scale

1 660 ,

2 '30 0-

3 660 60-

4 160 50-

5 140 40-

6 1,010 \ 470-

7 2,060 20-

8 430

.
10 '300

,
Totals

-CtoSs-cheOL total .net ale

w3.1.ut.i.oraf
l

.

v

Solutions, to B Oroblets
t

'

0-

330-

a

.00

a) 156 acres + 33 acres + 20 acres + 122 acres + 16 acres 4-
,

1 .4 G 59.acres + 83 acres =-489 acres

.

17 plots 4 s + 2 plots + 13 plots + 2 ploti +

10

6 PlVtAr + 9 P = 53 plots
.

b3 PAL53,to 141411-Per
/:,unitS

.'40 4894.cres
c).,5 7 units 'la acres-per.ubA

.53 plots
= 9' aches 6e* p1d) .489 acres

v/
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WHOLE *AVERS FOREST PRODUCTS

Solutions tb B problems (oontinbed)

145

B.6

-1
.1

,t

Load weight in pounds 74,540 lbs

= 50,400 lbs

Tons of load. m 50,400 1ft = 25.2 tons
.;,000 J /ton

Pay for load delivery = (25.2tods)($3:65/04) =$91.98

Cords in load 50,400 ibt = 10.08 cords;
5,000 lbtoord

*41.

A

Ptoaction C1:4Aiv, 224,0b0 stanardbdards:
17%20Q standard Boards

.4 224,000 standard boards:
: 07,200 standard boards

Production of year 99,941,81( standard boardi
' '627,200 standard boards

-

-100069,015 Standard boards.

le

0

t

.

ea

'N,

1



OREGON vo -TECH_ MTN PROJECT-.

EVALIATIC01 PACKAGE

DECIMALS

Problems with Solutions

FOREST PRODOCFS.

1. A rectangular piece of land 4.7 chains by-164 Chains contains
how many square chains and how.nany acres? (10 square chains

equals one acre)

Solution:

Area, square chains = (4.7 Cbains)(16:2 chains)

= 76 sq chains

area, sq chains
sq chains/acre

Area, acres

76 sq-crfains

10 sq-cliains/acre

m 7.6 acres

2. Oinplete'the labor cost report below.

a) TimberFallers A 35 bra @ $13.50

b) Suckers 67 hrs @ $11.75

c) Cat Skinners 150 hrs .@ S7.00

d) Over-tire, Cat Skinners 15 hrs @ $11:00

e) Chokermen

Splution:

40 hri @ $3.50
.:.

-..... Total
. 44w ,

0'1. 472.50,
.b) 787.25
c) 1,050.00
d) 165.00

e) 140.00

Total $2,614.75

. 4 am. ... ...
...

. .... '4..'...........,
! 'f -Yr.:. .

. 'or.
4 - .: ' '.

At'''Y'A _... ;
,e. -: _. 4

6

,6" aI w..IP 6 4
.....

.. U.

4

4 .1 e

4 -44 . _ IPP , ' 1:

:" 0 2 . -. -

3 - . Mr

/
P.

0...
. ..401

-. ' :
v.. n/

. '

. - '",.,4

....ed..'"

\ o

.. 4° ' . 4/0

%

.

4 . '
. - -'
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REC13,1ALS A
B. Problems with *epa4teSolutions

3. The formula CQMOVAIY used for determining
of sawed lumber is

board feet =
(ihidenessp-in)(width,

12

-FOREST PhODOCTS

the boardloot content

in)(length; ft)

Compute the total volume of board feet and the total price for, 4-

the following items of lumbers. (TBr means thoUiandboard feet)

4 Pieces Size Price/TB?
. .

129 2 x 6 x 16 ft $ 169.00
256 2 x 4 x 18 ft /70.00
146 2 x 8 x 20 ft 185.50
87 2.x.6 x 14 ft , .170.00
44 2 x 4 x 12 ft 170.00

Solution:

. , .
, ,

. .

It. A,rule of thumb for estimating the number of board'fest of lumber
An a saw log (which assumes a 4 inch slab aqd a 5/16 inch saw Kerf)
isDayle's-Bmle. This rule *estate in d large underscale 'far

. ell 'fogs and overhcale for large logs. mi this formula to
estimate-t4e:board feei.of lumber in .16 foot logs whose. "diameters.
inside .bark" (d.i.b.) are 10.inchsse 20 inbheep',and 40 inches.

n is Pctianeter inside bare in inchei.. . a t

4.0

solution; Doyldis.Rmlet:
. ' .

board fiit (lingthp.it)
. .

1 . '4
A

Solution:,

A,

.. A

'

0

y.
s
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DBCINALS" - -"zat

. -. - .
. ..

.......

C. problems- without Solutions ! 1, -.
.- ..... r -1.:...

. .-.5-. In measuring thepOpic flog `contents of logs it isJponVenient to,

.
..assube a cirmular..cmcisectiOn, determine this,OgOss-seciOnal

.,.
area (Basal a;ea)."ii sgiate feet, .and theii.simply.mhltiiiipthe

.ftsal area bi the Xength in feet to obtain the -total volume. c:.-;.r
---1

. ., _.
.

Since logsaie not perfect cylinders* various methods have hamar':
devised for approximating #e volume. Three common formula% are :.

.

RBST PRODUCTS

.
filler's Vole -a (N) tV-) .

Smalian's.Volume q.42)(0/

wewtonos Volume = (B 4rtf b) \6)

Wbere Bi = Basal:*irea at log midpoint

- B = Basal area at tki large emdl

b Basal area itthesmmall end
. .

1

L = Log length

t i
4,

Compute the volume of a 16 foot log whose diaMeterg.i.b;) is
20 inches on the small end, 21 inchli at the midpoint and 22 inohin
on the large end -- using e:e.ch ofthez:abOvesformula%::,

Solutio n":

a
5.

1

9 I

.
,4

;4.
.

st

.
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DECIMALS

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

6. There isn't °i reliable method for converting fram.toard feet log
scale to board feet of lumber. A rule of thumb foriula4which
provides a close approximation to,Scribner's 104 role) for the
board feet Ct'lumber in a 16 foot log is:

c- -I.

PORES? mapocis

(0.8)(0 1) - 12---4where.D is the d%aaeter inside Bark
e'

.Use.thia formaa to estimate the number of boapd,feet.in 16- foot*..,

., logs whose d:i.b. are 10 inches, 2V: inches, and 40 inchem.
. .:,..-

Soldtion: le--

9

t.
f_:

Complketithe following portion of

, .

Specie Class of
Material

Ponderosa Pink: Sawlogs
Spruce Saidogs
Douglas Fir , ,Peeler
Oak Puelivod

SolUtion:\

*

1Sn0.t

.44

amber sale

Price 13er .

Unit

.F

f

/

contract:

No. of Total.

Units.

M b* ft $11t %3 350.41
M bd ft $125 108.40
alod ft' $138 185.00 t
Coid

Grand Total

4

78.00

%

"-
..

II .../.

1
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DECIMALS

Solutions toB problems.

44- .
Pieces Size

.

Board ft

..'FOREST PRODUCTS

Price/TEr co;-.

11, 129
-

2x 6 x 16 ft' 2,064 $ 169.00 r.-
?..18.s2-" 256 2 x 4 x 18 ft 3,072 170.00 52.24

346' 2 * 8.x 20 ft 8,227 185.50 1,711.61
1.87 2 x,t6 x 14 ft' 1,218 1/0.00 207406.

44 2 X 4 x 34 ft .352 170:00 59.84
.

.taics 862. 15,933 $2,849.57
r- ,.

` 10 inch"d.i.b.

.4.

'20 inch-d.i.b.

47s

.40 in

.

. .
-

Or

.

t

board 'feat a 4r (16 ft)
4-

4

*.
(...67-06-ft)

i`
.

"(.461 (16 "ft) '-
16 -.;-

311.*.beard feet

(16 ft)

:(16) (16 It)

a. feet = e

board

.

014 256 boaird feet

feet w (.7.424. 4)2-(-16. ft)

. ":":
c(41) (16*ft)

J.. ,

.= 1,296 board' feet

f' .1'

9Ci
s.

1

_.

414

:

. r'

f



OREGON YO -TECH PATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

FRACTIONS FOREST mixcrs

A. Problem with Solution

1. Nominal 2" timber now has an actual thickness of 1 5/8". It

is being proposed that this be reduced to 1 1/2" thickness.
What is the actual reduction in thickness which is being

proposed?

Solution:

1 5/8" - 1 1)2" = 1 5/8" - 1 4/8" im 1/8 in

-

8. Problem with Separate Solution

2. A wood products company is experimenting wiili-reducing their
8 ply laminated beams to 7 ply without changimg the overall

dimensions. This would amount to. a, significant reduction in.
the amount of glue needed to produce the beam. State the
thickness for each ply first in 8 04 and then in 7 ply laminated
beans whose overall thickness is to be:

a) 14".7i

Solution:

b) 16"

C. Problems without Solutions

3. A No 2 grade plank may have a split equal in length to 1 1/2
times the width of the board. What length of a split is allowed
for a 2 x 8 plank which is 12.feet long?

Definition: No. 2 grade -- quality classification of lumber
2 x 8 plank -- a board 2 inches thick and 8 inches wide

SolutiOn:

97 4
..6;.



PRKTZONS PORES? PPODOCII

C. Problems without Solutions (continued).

4. The pile products industry usually describes the thickness of

cifica_tiono_t_ _Om
A, board which is 1 inch in nominal thickness would be described
as a four quarter board. Sow would the pine industry describe

boards of the following nominal thicknesses?

a) 3/4 in

b) 1/2 in

c) 1 1/4 in

d) 3 in

e) 2 1/2 in

Solution:

Solution to B problems

B.2

a) For 8 ply

14"
------= 1 3/4 in per ply
8 ply

For 7 ply

2 in per ply
7 ply

b) For 8 ply

161
8 ply = in per ply

For 7 ply

16"
= 2 2/7 in per ply

9';



ORE= VQ-TDM KATE PROJMT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

PATIO AND PROPOnION !OR sT PRODUCTS

A. Problems with Solutions

1. If 6 pan can plant; 10,000 fir seedlings in 5 days with a

density of 400 plants per acre, how many acres can 24 men plant
in 35 days?

Solution:

ther of 10,000 plants m 2,000 plants/day
5 days

Number of plants per,man per day = 2,000 plants per day
6 men

= 333 plants per man per day

Number of acres planted per man per day

333 plants/man per day = (333;plarsts/man per day) (acres)

400 plants/acre -"\ 400 plants

= 0.833 acres per man per day

Number of acres for 24 men per day

0.833 acres)
(24'ven) = 20 acres/day

(day) (140)

Number of acres planted by 24 men in 35 days

(20 acres/04) (35 daft) = 700 acres.

2. A line was measured with a 100 ft chain and found to be
813.67 ft long. Later the chain was found to be 99.91 ft long.
What was the corrected length of the line? Round your answer
to the nearest 0.01 ft.

Solution:

x = corrected length of the line

813.67 x
100 99.91 ft

100i = 81,294 ft

x = 812.94 ft



PATIO AND PROPORTIoN FOIMST PRODUCTS

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

3. A ran uses the shadow method to estimate the height of a tree.
The man is 6 feet tall and his shadow measures-7 1/2 feet when
the length of the shadow cast by the tree is 227 feet. Both

shadows are on level ground. Determine the height of the tree.

Solution:

t

4 A stream has an average width of 3.4 mm on an aerial photo with
a scale of 1 to 12,000. How many inches wide would the stream
appear on a print which had a scale of 1 in = 300 ft.
(1 inch = 25.4 mm)

Solution:

C. Problems without SolutAns

5. A forester deCides to 10% cruise an area in strips one chain
wide. The total distance traveled during the sample is 230
lineal chains. The volume obtained by the sample is 225 million
board feet (M.B.F.).. There are 10 square chains in one acre.

Determine:

a) The average timber volume per -acre
b) The total volume of the tract based on the Cruise
c) The total number of acres in the tract

Solution:

4.00
j:
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RhTIO AND PROPORTION . Porten pmemas

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

6. Aerial application of DDT mixed nth diesel fuel has been used

Contiol past infestattorEsOfth. Each gallon
of the mixture contains 11/16 poundsimpf DDT and weighs 7 15/16
pounds. Determine the number of pounds of DDT in a 20,000 pound

plane load of the solution.

Solution:

7. A spur road in a logging area is 500 ft long and leads to a
landing which is circular in shape and 300 ft in diameter. On
an aerial photo with a scale of 1:20,000 what would be the size
of. these images? i.e., the 'length of the road' and the
'diameter of the landings

Solution:

Solution to B problems

B.3

..111v

"i

Man's height Tree's height
Man's shadow Tree's shadow

h is the height of the tree

6 *t h
7.5 Jt. .227 ft

(7.5)h at 1,362 ft

h gs 181.6 ft

1 0 1



kATIO AND PROPORTION

Solutions to B problems (continuea)

8.4

Width of itrese is (12,000) (3.4 sm)

(25.4 /in) X12 id/it)

- 40,800 x ft
304.8

= 133.86 ft

width on print = 133.86 ft
300 ,ft,tin

= 0.446 in

-

"I 0

itiRBST CaoDucts

-

6

ite



4030LE &MEM FOREST PRODUCTS

Solutions to C problems

C.7

C.8

(6 emplpy*Wi8,500/empOyee) = $51,000'

(2.emp1o0es)($20,500/empldyee) = $21,000

(2 empjalees)($11,000/emptoyee) = $22,000

remaining employees = 15 employees -.6 employees - 2 employees -'2 'Employees

s empaayeei

(5 emp;pyees)($9,800/emppyhe) = S49, 000

Total annual salaries = $51,000 + $21,000 +

0 $143,000

.Average Salaries Total Salaries
15 employees%

$143,000
15 employees

0 $9,533:33 per employee

acres in sample = (1/5) (Total area)

= (1/5)(40 acres)

= 8 acres

$22,spo4 .+ $49,000

C. 9

Total Annual,, Business Cost

$ 443
706

1,190.

300

240

500
4,250

100
opo

Lesoo
+ '250
$10,379

4, .i11106"
1:0.3

44.

I
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NB= NUMBERS

SalutionstoC problems (continued

C.9 (continued)

C..10

s.

Business Cost per,Botirs of operatics:2.w

FOREST PRODUCTS

Annual Mitt
x(1° hrs /4a) (120'4)

Cost
1,200 hrs

$10,379

1,200 hrs

$8.65 per hour

a) Average acres burned per fire 14,641 acres

-1,057 fires

/1

= 14 acres'per fire

b) Average per acre_cost = $674,000
14,641 acres

C.11.

Logi Net Scale

= $4.60 per acre

Gross Scale Deductions
1 660 Total 6,230. 980 --
2 30

3

4

600
110 cross-check of Net Scale Total

/
5 100 6,230 - 980 3,250
6 540
7 . 2,040

8 430 .
9 450
10 290

Total $,250

104
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DECIMALS
L

Solutionsito C problems

C.5

cross- ea, sq ft =

b = 2.2 sq. ft

St = 2.4 sq ft
= 2.6 sq ft

144 sq in/sq ft

PORSSE-P$ODOCTS *-

Huber's Volume = (2.4 sq ft) (16 ft) = 38.4 Cu ft

Smalian's Volume
.(!.2 sq ft 4- 2.6 sq ft)(16 ft) = 38.4 cu ft

2

Newton's Volume = @.6 sq ft + 4(2.4 sq ft) + 2.2 sq ft] (6

= 38.4 cu ft

C.6
., ,-

.10 inches (0.8) (10 - 1)2 - 10/2 = (0.8) (81) - 5

= 64.8 - 5
= 59.8 board feet

,

20 inches (0.8) (20 - 1)2 - 20/2 = (048)(361) - 10

'= 288.8 - 10

= 278.8 board feet

40 inches (0.8) (40 - 1)2 - 40/2 = (04(1,521) r 20

= 1,216.8 - 20

= 1,196J board feet

Total

4

Ponderosa Pine
Spruce
-Douglas tir
Oak

r/

$38,545.10
13,550.00
25,530:00 '

780.00
$78,405.10

1

Grand Total

A

.11....1.1
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FRACTIONS FOREST PRODUCTS

Solutions to C problems

C.3

C.4

split allowance = (1 1/2)(width)

la (1 1/2)(8").

= (3/2)(8")

= .12 _in

a) 3/4 = (3)(1/4)(= 3 quarters

b) 1/2 = 2/4 = (2)(1/4) = 2 quarters
: #

c) 1 1/4 = 5/4 = (5)(1/4) = 5 quarters

d) 3 = 1.2/4 = (12)(1/4) = 12 quarters

e) 2 1/2 = 5/2 = 10/4 = (10) (1/4) = 10 cpurters

1 0

9

;

C
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RATIO AND PROPORTION

Solutions to Coroblems-

C.5

C. 6

a) Number of acres cruised =

FOREST PRODUCTS..

(230 chaths)(1 Clain)
10 sx.eyains/opere

= 23 acres

Average timber volume per acre . volume cruised
acres cruised

225 M.B,F.

23 acres

= 9.8 M.B.F. per acre'

f4 Total volume of tractf= timber volume
fraction of total area cruised

225 N.B.F.

0.10

= 2,250 McB.F.

c) 'Total acres in the tract acres cruised
fraction of total area cruised

m 23 acres
0.10

= 230 acres

x = lbs of DDT

11/16 lb
7 15/16%1Af`' 20,000 lb

x-. (20,000 1b)(11/16)
7 r5/16'

x = 1,732:lb

107

.
3
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RATIO AND PROPORTION

Solutions toC problems

C.7

3

FOREST PRODUCTS

a) length of road, ft, Z
2500 ft 0,000

length of road I' 500 ft
20,000 -

40
ft) (l2 in/St)

og 12/40 in

0.3 in

b) , diameter of din ft

300. 20,000

300 ft
21 20,000

= (0.015 0) (12 in/00

111 18 in

r f

, ,

-

"

,
..

108 ..... .i. .
, ..

: , ..
. ..-
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OREGON VO-TECH MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACYAGE
z

WHOLE Numaips . MACHINE TOOLS
5.

A. Problems with Solutions

1. The Machine Shop ordered 25 bars of C.A.S. (cold rolled steel)

41020, 5/8" in diameter; 18 bars 1" in diameter; 18 bars 1 1/4",
is diameter; 5 bars 2" in.diameter; and 1 bar 3" in diameter.

, How many bars did they order?

'Solution:

number of bars = 25 bars + 18 bars + 18 bars + 5 bars + 1 bar

= 67 bars

2. For metal fitting (also known as metal bench work) a boy is
told to cut a piece of flat steel stock Mr is ?" into pieces
17 ", 23", 9", 32" and 15 ".' How long a piece of flat steel

does he need?

Solution:

length of steel bar = 17" + 23" + 9" +

= 96 in it 8 it"

3. A machine shOp buys 876 lbs of 1/2" diameter steel; 1567 lbs
of 1" diameter steel; 675 Us of a" diameter steel, 5743 lbs
of flat stock rectangular shape 1" x 2"; 250 lbs 1/8. x 2'; and
365 lbs 1/2" square. How many pounds were purchased?

+4"
a

Solution:

.

total weight = 876 lbs +.1567 lbs + 675 + 5743 lbs +

. 0
250 lbs + 365 lbs = 9476 lbs

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

4. A group 04 castings are made from patterns for a lathe. The
base'weighs 432 16; the tail stock weighg 35 lbs; the head
stock weighs 63 lbs; the face plate weighs 3 lbs; the bed
weighs 217Lbs; and the pulley weighs 13 lbs. .What is the
total weight of the parts?

Solution:

ti .)
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WHOLE bTUMBERS mcarn TOOLS

B. Problems with Separate Solutions (continued)

5. A casting weighs 473 lbs and 117 lbs are removed by a shaper

during the finishing processes. How much does the casting

weigh when finished?

Solution:

6. In the pattern shop, 67 screws 3/4 CIO F.H.B. (Plat Bright -

Headed) were used from a box oontSinimg one gross(144). How
many were left?

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. A'machinist has a bar of steel 3" in diameter, weighin4 364 lbs.
If 176 lbs are used for making die stocks, how many pounds
are left?

Solution:

8. A power hack saw operates at 126 strokes per minute. It works
Continuously for 420 mibutes(7 hrs). 'How many strokes does it
meeg on the jpb?

Solution: /'



WHOLE NUMBERS. MACE= TOOLS

C: Problems without Solutions (continued}

9. In the Northwestern Machine Shop there are: 16 Lathes each

weighing 2145 Lbs; four milling machines each weighing approximately
2460 Lips; two drill presses each weighing 450 lbs. What is the
-entire weight-of these machines on the floor?

Solution:

10. One'dozen metal drills 11/32" diameter costs $18.00. How
much does one-half dozen cost?

Solution:

Solutions CO B problems t'

3.4

B.5

8.6

4

4

4

total weight = 432 lbs 35 lbs + 63 Lbs + 3 lbs + 217 Lbs 13 lbs

= 763 lbs

weight left = 473 lbs - 117 lbs = 356 lbs.

number of screws left in box = 144-serews - 67 screws

4 77 screws
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OREGON V1)-TECH I'. PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

DECIMALS FACHIIM TOOLS '

. A. Problems with Solutions
4,1

1. In the following figure, find the following information:

a) Find total length of Y

b) If E = .250") what is the diameter of C

c) If 8 = 2.0625" and C = 3.625", how much is taken off C on
the lathe to make C = B?

d) If t)e *rough side" of C = 3.625", how much of a "finished
cutr would have to be taken from C to make it 3 9/16"?.

e) E = .250. If the difference between diameter 3.125 and B
is 4 times E, what is the value of B?

-111 100:625

Solution:

a) Find sum of individual parts' *.

Y Total Length = 2 15/16" + 4.8768" + 15/16" + .625" +

.875" + 1 7/8"

2.9375" + 4.8768" + .9375" + .625" + :875" + 1:875"

Y = 12.1268 in

b) Need sum of smaller diameter plus twice E
NIP

C = 3.125" + 2(.250") = 3.125".+ .5" = 3.625 in

c) Need to find difference betwden C and B

C - 9 = 3.625" - 2.0625" = 1.5625 in

112



DECIMALS MACHINE TOOLS

A. Problems with Solutions (continued)

1. Solution: (continued)

d) Find difference between rough cut and finish cut. Need to
change 9/16 to.3 decimal places

difference IP= 3.625" i 3 9/16"

= 3.625" - 3.563"

.062 in

e) Need difference between larger diameter and 4 times E

B = 3.125" - 4(.250") ^= 3.125" - 1"

= 2.125 in

2. If 17 holes'are each 1.125" apart fram center line to center line,
what is the distance from the center of the first hole to the
center of the last hole?

Solution:

There will be one less space between center: line
.0 than the number of holes. .We need the product of

distance between center line and number of spaces.
d

Total distance = (16.spaCes)(1.125 in/spade)

18 in

3. A broach has 40 teeth. Each tooth cuts .015". How much

material does the entire broach remove?

Solution:

find product of number of teeth-and amount each
tooth cuts

Total = (40 tOth) (.015 in/topth)

.6 in

113



DECIMALS

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

MACHINE TOOLS

4, A laminated shim is made up of 30 pieces of material. Each
lamination is 0.002" thick. What is the thickness of the shim?

Solution:

S. A draftsman is..t4 draw 11 national course screw threads per
inch on a piece of material 4" long. What is the distance
beUween any. two

Solution:

6. How many a uks would be needed to turn down 1.460".stock to 1"
on a lathe', each cut being 0.023" deep?

Solution:

111

Solution:

C. Problems without solutions

7. A drill pakes.4280 rpm and drills a hole 2.125" deep in 0.800

minutes. What is the feed?
Its)

(Feed is the distance the drill'advancesewith each revolution)



DECIMIS maim TCOIS

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

8. A. machine shop sakes a drill press which requires a round
leather belt 3/16" diameter. The belting costs $0.08 per ft.
Each drill press uses 38° of belt. If 76 drill presses are made,
what will be the belting cost?

- Solution:

9. The machine shop orders 18 second cut 10" hand files. Each
one costs $0.69. What it the total cost?

Solution:

10. The metal fitting shop uses 1 oz of parting compound per day
per class. Ii4there are 9 classes per day and 88 school days
per term, how much will this compound cost at $0.0425, per lb?
(16 oz = 1 lb)

Solution:

Solution to B problemi

Total .thickness I= (30 sums) (.002 in /s)ygM)

= .06 in

113 x..

a



DEC'

Solutions to B problems (continued)

MACHINE TOOLS

8.5

8.6

.

1.

11 thgeads per inch means 1/11' between threadd, spread this
over 4 inches and there would be 4/11 inch between threads

i.e. 4(1/11 in) = 4/11 in

find difference between stock and finished product, then
divide by depth of each cut

1.460" - 1.000" = 0.460 in
. ."

0:460 in 0.460 in x cut
20 CuiS

0.023 in/cut 0.023 pf

116



OREGON VO-TECH MATH PROJECT

. EVALUATION PACKAGE

nircrIcss

"A. Problems with Solutions

MACHINE TOOLS

1. A machine shop has a job which-requires drilling 3 boles for
a fixture. It is 12 11/16" from the center line of the first
bole to the center line of the second; 9 5/8" frog he center
line of the second bole to the center line of the third; and
it is 12 11/16" from the center line of the first and third
hole to the ends of the fixture. What length of stock does be
need for the job?

Solution:

Need sum of distances between center lines and twice
distance from center line of first and third hole to edge

Length of stock is 2(12 11/16") 12 11/16" + 9 5/8"

.24 22/16" 12,11/16" + 9 10/16'

m 45 43/16' 47 11/16 in

2. That is the difference between the ends .of the key?

2L.

96e2T/3e /.
T1. 2 11/16" opt

Need to subtract the low .end from the high end

27" - 9" m 54" 9" m' 45 in
32 64 .E71 64 64

Solution:

End difference

B: Problems with Separate Solutioris

3. ire"it takes 47 minutes to set up a job and cut the teeth on a
"gear blank, how many hours will be required to complete a job*
of 29 different diameter gOar blanks? (60 minutes equals one hour)

,

Solution:

117
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FRACTIONS XACHINE TOOLS

B. Problems with Separate Solutions (continued)

4. in-a machine shop class of 36 boys, each makes a drill blank
on the lathe. Each drill blank requires a piece of rough
material 5 3/4" long. How many feet are used by the class?

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

5. In a metal bench work class of 42 boys, each is allowed 1 1/2"
of wire solder for his work. How many feet of wire solder does
the class use?

Solution:

6. A machinist is making a square detail for a jig. The allowed
over all distance on the jig is 9 5/8". If 8 teeth are to be
cut, how far apart are the teeth?

$

.
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FRACTIONS MACHINE TOOLS

C. Problems without Solutions (continued}

7. In'metal bench work a boy is to tap two holes 1 1/16" apart in--
a cast iron "T" block. One hole is 3/8 x 16 N.C. and the other
hole is.1/2 x 13 N.C. The NT" block is 2 5/8" long. How far
from the edge is the center line of each tapped hole?

Def: 3/8 x 16 N.C. means

3/8--.diameter of bolt'or thread

16 -- number of threads per inch

N.C. -- National Course

Solution:

Solutions to 8 problems

8.3

8.4

I

(47 min/b;afik)(29 bl&s) = 1363 min it 22 43/60 hrs

jength of stock

4 r:

(36 befs)(5 3/4 in.peytroy)

ii in/ft

180 108/4 id x ft t.

12 Jett

= 15 9/4 ft

17 1/4 ft

1.9

t

Of

)
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OREGON VO-TECH MTH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

RATIO AND PROPORTION *. MACHINE TOOLS

A. Problems vith Solutions

1. A lathe operator turns 9 brass bushings is 2 h0-157-1114.: At
the same rate, how many can be finished hour day

Solution:

4.
x 2. number of bushings

x 8 hes
9 bushings 2.25 bsS

(2.25)x IR 72 bushings

x a 32 bushings

Note: Compare like quanities, and compare Large to small in
both fractions or compare small to large in.betkr.fractions.

Def: Ratio - comparison cftwo terms
Proportion - equality between two ratios
Means - second and third terms and c)

Extremes - first and fourth terms (a and d)

'Itpc. a = c
E d

2 A piece of 1 3/4" round stock is required to mill a hexagonal
bar 1 1/2" across the flats. What size stock is needed for a
bar 2 1/2" across the flats? (stock is available in 1/4" sizes)

Solution:

x = size of stock needed

x 2 1/2 i d

1 3/4 in 1 1/2 j41

(1.5)x = (2.5).(1.75 in).

(i.S)x =

x gi 2.92 in

124

therefore. 3 inch stock is needed

,
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a.

.
-

mu? PROPOSTI40 io.CHINE TOOLS

1:--4zoblema with Separatis
.

3. A 9" pulley on a drill press makes 1350 rpm. It is belted to

. a 5""puiley osi a motor. Find the rpm of the motor.

t

. Solution:
P;

t4'"

ft,

4: 'A, workman desires to run a grinder at 1200.rpm. The shaft is
belted to a 5" pulley on a motor running at 1800 rpm. Sow
large a pulley should be installed on .the grinder shaft?

Solution:

.

r

C. Problems without Solutions

5. What is the .cost-of 6reamors if 8 realersgosk$35.40?

Solution:

121
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.
c4,-Problems without Squtions (occhtinue4)

. .41
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-:.XACEE1.13 TOOLS ;
. '

6. A machintet'deiires tOluorease tie spetili.pfehaft 8 tor
1630 natty changing the 32-Moth gear. VOKAIIV-tmeth must
thit paw-gear have/

. . ,
-

'

4.

24t

ill
Wamatmm.

Solution:

I

.

4

42 t

t

- .

111111111111111M

I

4'
.,

.

:18t

"1 2

1.

.

- "
A.

120 Rl:iM

.

.

4. .
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RAT/0 AND pROPORTION

C. #roblems without Solutions-(continued)

7. A machinist wishes to replace gear D with a gear that will
make 960 rpm. Now many teeth mast the new gear hAve?
(rpm of gear A is 320)

FAMINE TOOLS

Sollitionr 7

Solutions to B problems

8.3

B.4

I o

57i6 = x x = rpm of m9toF
901 . 1350 rpm 4

9x = 6750 rpm

x= 750 rpm

a

x 1200 OM x = size of pulley on grinder shaft
S in 1800 gpA

1800x = 6000 in.'Ic

//P.. x =3.33 in

123
.... : i

. .
4,
.ir

1



WHOLE NUMBRS

Solutions to C problems.

C.7

C.8

C.9

C.10

weight left = 364 lbs - 176 lbs = 188 lbs

number of strokes = (326 Smkaes/410(420 pih)

= 52,920 strokes

OACZELIM TOOLS

Lathes (16 ma )(2,145 ibs/ma9hIne) = 34,320 lbs

Milling machines (4 machines) 2,460 lbs/macKine.) = 9,840 lbs

Drill press (2 machthes) 450 lbs/bachine) = 900 lbs

r.

total weight of machines 45,060 lbs

cost per drill.= $18;00 = $3.00 per drill
6 drills

<-

12.1

ti
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LIECTItitti.5

Solution to C problems

C.7

C.8

C.9

C.10

of

KtsCHIRE TOOLS

NuMber of revolutions = (280 rev/0'10(.800 goo

= 224 rev

Cut per revolution = 2.125 in , .0095 indhs per revolution
224 rev

Total length of belt = (76 pr9sies)(18 in/ppas)

= 2888 in = 240.76 ft

Total cost of belt = (240.67 0)(50.08/At)

= 519.25

Total cost = (18 fires)(50.69/fife)

= 512.42

Total cost g( (1 G2idal/cl/6 aSs)(9 clas(es)(88 clays) ) /60.0425)

as

0
t792)-- (50.0425)

16
= (49.5)(50.0425) 52.10

1.25

1"



FRACTIONS

Solutions to C problems

C.5

C.6

Total length of solder

laannE TOOLS

.(42 mss) (7 1/2 in pep-15§y)

12 in/ft
..4;!

294 42/2 kr x ft
12 jai

315

2

ft
is 26 1/4 ft

1

.-
Length between teeth m 9 9/9m = (291) it 22: . 1 13/64 in

8 8 8 64

C.7

Distance from edge to center line = 2 5/8" - 1 1/16"

2

2 10/16" - 11/16"
6 2.

or

126

w 1 9/1S"

2

(1111.) 3n3+

4



RATIO AND PROPORTION

Solutions to C-problems

C.5

C.6

C.7

;#

x = cost of 6 reamers

6 repliers x
8 reAders $35.40

ex = $212.40

x = $26.55

A

120 rPm
1000 gpm

120A =

of teeth in new gear

(24 teeth)(21teeh)(18 teeth)'
(42 tesith)(45.tcath)(A)

(24) (21) (18 .teeth) (1000)

(42) (45)

A = 9,072,000 teeth
(1890)(120)

A =
9,072,000 teeth

226,800

A = 40 teeth

B .= 64 teeth
320 ':rpn 32 tpeth

32B = 20,480 rpm

. 40 rpm

9607W, 46 teeth
640 r061 D

960D = 30,720 teeth

D = 32 teeth

127 .

xmainig Toms
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o0M;0.1it VO-TECH 26428 PRD.TECT

EVALUATION IIACICAGE.

%MOLE NTABEPS PAR/CETI=

A. Prblems with Solutions

1. A grocer buys a crate of strawberries (16 quarts) for $5.40. .

At what price per quart should he sell the berries so that his
gross profit on the entire lot will be $1.80?

Solution:

He bought the berries for $5.40 and wants to make $1.80,,
therefore hecnust take in $5.40 + $1.80 = $7.20.

$7.2b
= $0.45 per quart

16 quarts

2. A merchant in one year had sales of $25,608. The inventory of
the goods on hand at-the beginning of the year was $5,682; and
at the end of the year was $3,169. He purchased merchandise;,_
during the year'at a cost of $12,468. If his selling expenses
for the year were $6,829 and in addition he spent $1,026 for
advertising, did he gain or lose and bow such?

Solution:.

His expenses during the-year were

$5,682 - $3,168 = $ 2,513
12,468
6,829

+ 1,026
$22,836

His sales were larger than his expenses, therefore. he h#d a
a giin or gross profit. The difference betwedn his sales
and expenses tells us how much he gained.

$25,608 - $22,836 = $2,772

128



WHOLE NOWAERS VARKETING:

A. Problems with Solutions (continued)

3. An appliance manufacturer sold 56,583 refrigerators during the
first quarter of the year. Second quarter sales were 65,325.
What were the average sales perwmonth for the first half of the
year?

Solutions

two quarters make a half

56,583 refrigerators
+ 65,325 refrigerators
121,908 refrigerators

To find average we dilide by the number of months per half
year

121,908 refrigerators
w 20,318 Wrigerators per month

6 months

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

4. A retail furniture dealer buys a studio couch for $125. At
what price should he sell it if he desires a grass profit of $95?

Solution:

S. Irwin MilleHilleY is the owner of Killer's Paint Store. His inventory
on Octobet 1 showed a stock of,merchandise amounting to $11,984.
His purchases in October amounted to $2,842; and his sales totaled
$4,173. His inventory on October 31 was $12,189.

a) Find the cost of*the goods sold during the month.

b), Find the gross profit for the month.

Solution:

1



nozz Nuxun

B. Problems with Separate Solutions (continued)

MARKCTING

6. The packing department of Ajax Industry is required to keep
records of the shipping weight, net weight and packing weight
of all items shipped. The following form must be completed and
turned into the4records department.

Shipping Weight Net Weight Difference

Item A 1,500 lbs 1,343 lbs

Item 3 2,800 lbs 2,551 ibs

Item C

I

I 675 lbs 619 lbs`

Total I

Compute and Check*

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. Sales for the Rockwell Hft. Company amounted to $376,000 last
year. During the first 6 months of this year the monthly sales
were $37,000015,000; $26,500; $37,500; $28,750 and $32,500;
respectively. Now much must the sales total for the remainder
of the'year to equal last year's figure?

Solution:

4P

*

8. Evans Company had 10,700 gear carts in stock. During JanuAry 8,978/
were sold. How many should be left in stock?

Solution:

. la0

0

I.



WHOLE NUMW-RS,

C. Problems vi -.t Solutions (continued)

9. Last year
at the begi
the year noun
year vas $9,e68

sales of E. I. Hicks were $11,482. His inventory

of the year was $10,344. His purchases during

to $21,246. his inventory at the end of the

a) rind the cost the goods sold dtring the year.

b) Find the group it for the, year.

Solution:

10. Johnson Company began the year with an inventory valued at S41,049.
During the year they purchased additional goods for $356,285. At
the end of the year the remaining inventory was worth $57,372. What
was the value of the goods which were sold?

Solution:

5..

Solutions to B problems
A

B.4

c

Cost + Profit = Seiiing Price

$125.+ $95 = $220

131
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WOW. NUFZERS itARXETIDG

Solutions to B problems (continued)

3.5

3.6

a) Inventory on October 1 + Purchases,= Cost of Goods Available

$11,984 + $2,842 = $14,826 .

Cost of Goods Available - inventory on October 31 = Cost of Goods Sold

$14,826 - $12,189 = $2,07

b) Gross Profit = Sales - Cost of Goods Sold

Gross Profit.= $4,173 - $2,637

= $1,536

As a check the elm* of the differences should equal the difference
of the sums

Item A

Item B

Item C

1,500 lbs - 1,343 lbs = 157 lbs

2,800 lbs - 2,551.1bs = 249 lb/

675 lbs - 619 lbs = e lbs

Shipping Weight ' Net Weight Difference
1,500 lbs 1,343 lbs 1,5 lbs
2,800 lbs- 2,551 lbs 24NL lbs

4- 675 lbs

.11
+ 619 lbs +.ti lbs

Totals 4 975 lbs 4,513 lbs-
.

462 lbs .

Total Shipping Weight minus Total ket Weight should equal Total
Difference inorder to make sure that the totals cross check.

/-d . itA.

4,9 5 lbs - 4,513 lbs = 462 lbs. which cross checks
.

132.
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.016XXMVO-TECH PATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE-

DECIMALS MARKETING

A: Problems with Solutions

1. Chet's Chicken Inn sells chicken dinners at $1.95 per serving.
If there is $421.20 in the register at the end of the day, how
many dinners were served that day?

ykt

Solution:

$421.20 %421.20 x dinner
216 dinners

$1.95/dinner y1.95

2. Compute the price of the following stocks:

10 shares of Wolf Oil @ 16 3/8

100 shares of 3rd Nat. Bank @ 52 3/8

150 shares of United Auto @ 12 1/8 '

TOTAL

Solution:

Shares of stock are priced in dollars and eighths of
dollars. For example: 12 1/4 means $12.25.

(10 shares)($16.375/shgie) = $163.75

(100 shpres)($52.375/sharel = $5,237.50

(150 shates)($12:1254share) = $1,818.75

Total = $163.75 $5,237.50 + $1,818.75 = $7,220.00

3. Goods valued at $1,800, after being damaged by fire, were sold
...at a reduction of 0.25. For what were the goodsivold?

solutiods

$1,8b0 -01,800 x 0.25) = $1,800 - $450

.133

= $1,350



DECIMALS

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

OARKETING

4. A grocery dealer bought potatoes at various times during the

year as follows: 3,5004 at $7.90 per 1004; 5,000Uat $6.83
per 1004; 2,5004 at $6.15 per 1004: and 6,500! at $4.70 per
1004. Find the average eost per 100$ for all the potatoes
bought.

Solution:

5. Davis company purchased 2,500 ft of wire at $0.1575 per ft and
5000 bolts at $1.625 per.1000 units. Compute the cost of the
purchase and round the final amount to the nearest cent.

Solution:

6. Find the cost of
- freight when the
hundred-weight.
and 314 lbs.

Solutions

sending the following shipment of-boxes by
rate between the two cities is 82.144 per
The boxes weigh as follows:, 216 lbs, 429 lbs, 176 lbs,

4

.C. Problems without Solutions

7. An article sold for $37.50, yielding a profit of 0:25.of the
cost. What is the cost?

Solution:
-

134



DECIMALS

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

MARKETING

8. "A merchant buys beans at $16 per hundred pounds and sells them
in 4-ib sacks at 950 per sack. What is his gain per pound,

per hundred pounds?

Solution:

9. A customer bought 217/8 yds of-satin priced at $2.75 per yard
and 5 1/4 yds of muslin at $1.80 per-yard. What should the
customer be charged?

Solution:

10. The Analy Market has 3 cash registers. sales for each on a
particular day-during a typical hour were as follows: ,Register
No. 1: $3.04, $0.79, $15.67, 432.50, $1.00,122.66, $19.65,
$0.91, and $10:16; Register No. 2r $37.89, g1.99, $5.60, $11.27,
8036) and $10.01; Register No. 3: $20.06, 02.00,"$17.89,
$5.89, $6.03, $14.56, $27.16, and $30.09. Find the total sales
for each register and the total salts for all three registers..

solution:

135 ,
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DECINALS

Solutions to B problems

EC.4

3.5

B.6

al

iteLkirING

e

(35 hund;mit lbs)(17.90/hundpEd lbs) = $-276.50
.

(50 hunOredibs)($6.83/hundpda lbs) * $ 341.50

(25 hun4r6dilbs)($6.15/hundred lbs; = $ 153.75

(65 hundp4a 1bs)($4.70/hundrollbs) = $ 305.50
TOTAL $1,077.251

To find the average divide by the number of 1001.

35 hundred lbs 50 hundred lbs 25 hundred lbs41.,, 65 hundred lbs

175 hundred lbs

$1,077.25 = $6.16 per hundred lbs
175 hundred lbs

(2,500 $000.1575M) = $393.75

(5 thousadbolts)($1.625/ibOuseglibolts) = $8.125

Cost = $393.75 $8.125 = $401.875

To round off the answer the cost is always rounded up,

Cost =$401.88

40.

Total weight = 216 lbs.+ 429 lbs + 176 lbs 314 la= 1,135 lbs

Number of hundred lbw = 1/135 = 11.35
100

.1

Cost = ($0.8214/hund4ed lbs) (11.3'5 hued j;44 lbs)

= $9.33

.
g

C'

le

et
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OREGON VO -TECH MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION MCCAW.

FRACTIONS

A. Problems with Solutions
.4 :

assi"'
1.

mARKETnii

Stock Gain and Loss

Price, Jan 31 Price,--Feb 28 Change

United Electric 62 5/8 68 3/4
1Im

General Oil 22 20 3/8

NET

Coppute and check net change during month*

Solution:

United Electric 68 3/4 - 62 5/8 = 68-6/8 - 62 5/8

= 6 1/8 :change +6 1/8

General Oil' 22 - 20 3/8 = 21 8/8 - 20 3/8

Sl-

;"

=.1 5/8 change -1 t/8

Net Price Jan 31 = 62 5/8 + 22 = EIAJ 5/8
7

.4.Ast Price Feb 28 = 68 6/8 + 20 3/8 89 1/8
ass

get Price Feb a - Net Price Jan 31 should equal change
in United Electric + change in General Oil

89 1/8 p. 84 5/8 = 6 1/8 +-4-1 5/8)

88 9/9 - 84 5/8 = 6 1/8 -*I. 5/8

4 4/8.= 4 4/8

1 3 7

WA



PPACTIORS YAMETLUG

A. Probl=s with Solutions (coniiliued)

2. An inventory count in the yardage department of retail store
indicated that inhere were 6 rolls of #216 gingham containing
16 1/8, 27 4/8, 36 2/8, 45 3/8, 50 7/8 and 42 5/8 yards.
respectively. At $1.76 a yard,_ what Was this stockvorth?-

Solution:

16 1/8 yards-'

27 4/8 yards
36 2/8 yards
45 3/8 yards

.50 77/8 yards
42 5/8 yards

d216 22/8 yards = 218 3/4 yards

Worth = (218 3/4 yards )($1.76/yffied)

It (875/4 yaids)($1.76/y4rd)

$385

,
3. Mr. Brownowned 3/7 of a store. He sold 1/3 of his share

for $13,000. At.the same rate, what was the value of the
sure?

So/lotion:r.
He sold 1/3 of 3/7 = (1/3) (3/7) of 1/7

(1/7):0*%$13,600 x = value :of the store

% X = $91,000

8. Pioblems with Separate Solutions

4. A company packs its cat food in cans containing 13 1/2 oz of
cat food. Each can weighs 1 3/4 oz. Two dozen cans are packed
in a carton weighing 12 oz. What is the shipping weight of
one carton?

Solution:

13;3



FRACTIOUS

. .

8; Problems with Separate Solutions (continued)

PARIGTING

5_ If a merchant raises the price of goods 1/4 and thereby cuts
his sales 1/5, does he make less'or more or the same profit?

Solution:

6. A profit of $3,160 is to be divided amoung three employees;
Jack, John and Bill in the ratios of 1/2, 1/3, and 1/6,
respectively. How much should each receive?

Solution:

C, Problems without Solutions"

7. A grocer bought 255 3/4 'pounds of bacon which'he diiiided into
1/2 pound packages. How many packages did he have far sale?

Solution:

8. A carton of groceries ready
If the carton weighs 2 3/16
contents?

Solutions

139

for shipment weighs 22 1/3 lbs.
lbs, what is the net weight of the



FRACTIONS . .11ARKETING

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

9. A an worked the. following number of blur's each day during a

5-day week: 6 1/2 hours, 7 3/4 hours, 8 1/2 hours, 8 hours
and 7 2/3 hours, respectively. Bow many hours did he work
and how mucfi did he earn if he was paid at the rate of $6.20

an hour?

Solution:

10. Mr.Bradshaw bought 200 used tires for $175 at an auction. Be.
sold 1/4 of them for $60.00; 16 tires at $7.50 each; 51 tires
at $10.00 each and junked the rest: How many tires did he
throw away? What was his total profit if the cost of handling

transaction amounted to $65.00?

Solution:

.

11. Three and five-eighths yards ofAalimic are required to
manufacture a certain type of'jltket. BouCmany jackets can
be made from 5,000 yards of fabric?

Solution;

t

12. Ben's Burger Bar expects to sell 400 hamburgers over the weekend.
If each halburger requires 2/9 lbs of groundpeef, how much
meat should be ordered? (round to even po5ds)

'Solution:

1 4 0



FRACTIOSS PARPTING
al

Solutions to B problems

B. 4

3.5

Total
.

weight of cat food = (13- 1/2 oz/csfi)(24 colts)

= 324 oz.

Total weight of cans = (1 3/4 oz/cSb)(24 cis)

42oz

Total weight = 324 oz + 42 oz 12 cm 378 oz

Shipping weight per carton = 3781
6
le

/
= 23 lbs 10 oz

In the overall situation, he has increased his intake by 1/4
while decreasing his intake by 1/5.

So, it is merely a comparison between the two fractions
.1/4 era44/45. 1/4 = 5/20, 1/5 = 4/20.:

1/4 is Larger so he is making more profit.

B.6

Jack (S3,160)(1/2) = $1,580 .

John ($3,160)(1/3) = $1,053.33

($3,160)(1/6) = $526.67

ti

1.

141
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°MGM VO-TECH MATO PROJECT

EVALUATICU PACKAGE

RATIO ?ENO PROPORTION MARKETING

A. Problems with Solutions

1. tThree partners, Able, Baker and Carter have shares in the
partnership of 112:, respectively. If there is a profit of
$43,120 and it is to be distributed in proportion to share in
the partnership,

Solution

Total shares

Able

Baker

Carter

how mooch would each partner receive?

= 13 x share of profits

1=
10 $43,120

x = $4,312

2

10 $43,120

x = $8,624

7_ x
10 $43,120

X = $30,184

2. Brown invests $4,400 and Black $5,200 in a partnership. If profits
are to be shared in the ratio that each partner's investment
bears to the total amount invested, what return should Black
receive if Brown's share of the profits is $900?

Solution:

$4,400 $900 x = Black's share of the profits
$5,200 x

(4,400)x = $4,680,000

x.= $1,063.64

3. Bruce and Sidney are partners. How muchdoes each receive if a
profit of $13,000 is divided in a ratio of 7 to 3 .in favor. of

Solution:

Bruce (7/10)($13,000) = $9,100

Sidney (3/14)($13,000) = $3,900

142



RATIO AND PROPORTION

b: Problems with Separate Solutions

4. Current ratio is defineatas the ratio of a firm's current assets
to current liabilities. Compute the current ratio for Kleq Corp.
which has. current assets of $126,000 and current liabilities of
S91,500.

lakicerruG

Solution:

5. The ratio of net income to net worth (stockholder's equity)
indicates the percent of return on iftfited capit11. Compute .

the rate of return on.equity for a firm with $4,000 net income
and S29,000 stockholder's equity.

Solution:

r

6. A gain of $32,550 is to be divided between the Company President,
Vice President and comptroller in the ratios of 3/8, 1/5 and
17/40, respecti4ely. How much Should each receive?

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. A salted-nut mixture is made up of 3 pounds of cashews to 5 pounds
of peanuts. How many poundi of each are, needed to make 40 pounds
of the mixture?

Solution:

0

8. Two business partners divide their profits in a 1 to 4 ratio.
Find each partner's share of a profit amounting to $8,400.

Solution:

143
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kATIO AND PROPOR21ON YARIXTING

C.. Problems without Solutions (continued)

9. A building assessed at $15,000 is billed $475.50 far propezty
taxes. A similar building next door, assessed at $21,000, should-,
be billed how much for taxes?

Solution:

10. The ratio of a firm's net income to net sales gives a measure
of the firm's percent of profit on sales. Compute the ratio for
a firm with net income of $4,000 and net sales of $90,000.

Solutioh:

Solutions to B problems

8.4

8.5

0

C

A126,0009j7,0=

44,000
0(29,000 =,0.1379,* 13.79%

4

4.

1

Company President (3/8)($32,550) = $12,206.25
A

Vice-President (1/5)($32,550) = $6,510.00

Comptroller , (17/40)'($32,550) = $13,833.75

14.4



WHOLE UMBERS PARIZEITNG
J

Solutiobs to C problems

C.7

C.8

C. 9

C.10

$ 37,000
15,000
26,500

37,500
28;750

+ 32,500

$177,250 Sales for first half of year

$376,000
- 177,250
$198,750 Sales for last half of year

10,700 gear parts
- 8,978 gear parts

1,722 gear parts left in stock

6'

a) Beginning Inventory + Purchases = Cost of Goods Available

$16,344 + $21,246 = $31,590

Cosr of Goods Av0.1able_- Ending Inventory = Cost of Goods Sold

$31,590 - $9,868 = $21,722

b) .Sales - Cost of Goods Sold = Gross Profit

$31,482- $21,722 w $9,760

ra

Inventory at beginning of year + Purchases = Cost of Goods Avail:aks.

$41,049 + $356,285 = $397,334

Cost of Goods Availible - Inventory at and of year = Cost-of Goods Sold

--$3977-334-7=1577372=-933979a-----

1.45



.oluttons to C problems

C.?

C.8

C.9

$37.50 = (1.25)x

XARJETING

x = $30.00 00.*

x = cost per lbs

$x $16-
100 lbs

x = $0.16 per lb

s = selling price per lb

s $0.95/sack
4 lb/sack

$0.95 /spdk x epdk
s

4 lbs

s = $0.24 per lb

Gain per lb = $0.24 - $0.16 $0.08

Gain .per 100 lbs = 40.24/16)400 ],bps) $16

0 $24 - $16,

$8

(2.875 y4res)($2.75/191ea) $7.91

(5.25 yOds)($1.80/1.0td) $9.45

TOTAL $17.36

t

C.10

Register No. 1 Register No. 1 Register No.

s

3

$ 3.04 $ 37.89 $ 20.06 e
.79 41.20 52.00 .

15.67 11.99 , 17.89
32.50

- 5.60 5.89
- 1. .00 ______ __, __I&vo_

14.56
-11,zz__ _ _

8.86
19.65 + 10.01 27.16
10.16 $126.82 + 30.09

+ .91 $173.69
$106.38

Total sales $106.38 + $126.82 + $173.69

- $406.88

146
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FRACTIONS

Solutions to C problens

C.7

C.8

C.9

MRICErENG

. .

255 3/4 lbs 1023/4 }lig, x package .(107.3 Zackaile)
(2)

1/2 lbs /package 1/2 1114 4

m 1023 package
2

= 511 1/2 package

therefore-311 half -pound packages can be sold

22 1/3 lbs 2 3/16 lbs = 22 16/48 lbs - 2 9/48 lbs

= 20 7/48 lbs

6 1/2 hr + 7 3/4 hr + 8 1/2 hr * 8 hr 4. 7 2/3 hr =

6 6/12 hr + 7 9/12 hr + 8 6/12 hr + 8 hr + 7 8/12.hr = 37 29/12 hr

= 39 5/12 hr

Earnings = (39 5/12>e )1$6.20/hr) = (473/12 Ot)($6.20/W)

= $244.39

(1/4)(200 tires) = 50 tires

50 tires +.16 tires + 51 tires = 117 tires sold

200 tires - 117 tires = 83 tires thrown away

'Sales = $60.00.+ (16 Wes)($7:50/0.fe) + (51 4140010.00/Oder

= $60.00 + $120.00 + $510.00

Cost = $175 + $65 = $240

Gross Profft.= $690.00 - $240.00 = $450.00

147.
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P.MCIIIONS

. 401utions to C problems (continued)

C.11

C.12

k 4

19.PXETING

5000 yards 5000 yaea's 4cjacket 5000 jacket
.4 5/8'yards/jacket4 3 5 / 8 y 4zds 29/8

-1
mr (5000 jatket)(4)

. .

= 1,379 9/19 jackets

therefore 1,379 jackets can be made

(400 hamb%gers) (2/9 lbs/hambufger)= 800/9 lbs

mg 88.88 lbs

therefore 89 lbs should be ordered

148
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RATIO AND PROPORTION

Solutions to C problems

C.7.

C.8

C. 9

Total parts = 3 .1. 5 = 8

(3/8 cashews)(40 lbs) = 15 lbs cashews

(5/8 peanuts)(40 lbs) = 25 lbs peanuts

Total shares = 1 4 = 5

(1/5)($8,400) = $1,680

(4/5)($8,400) = $6,720

x = amount of taxes.

A475.50
%15,000 S21,000

(15,000) x = $9,985,500

x = S665.70

14,000
0.0444 = 4.44%A90,000 '

149
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OREGON VO-TECH MATS PRO3ECT .

Evaluation Package

WHOLE NUMBERS

A.' Problems with Solutions

MILLWRIGHT

1. In order to construct a certain pipe system, 5 elbows, 7 tees,
and 2 couplings are needed. Also needid are 12 pieces of pipe
of lengths: 5°, 7", 12", 13°, 2 ", 17",y", 3", 31", 42" and
9". Each elbow costs 270, each tee cos 370, each coupling costs
170, and the pipe costs 120 per lineal foot. How much will'the
materiel for the system cost? -

SOlutiori:

cost of elbows = (5 elisdws)($0.27/41bOas) = $1.35

cost of tees = (7 tOs)($0.3340) $2.59

cost of couplings = (2 colaWilgs)$0.iVoulging) = $0.34

length of pipe = 5" + 7"'4. 12" 13" 1(2" 17"'4. 27"

+ 3" + 31" + 42" 9" = 168 in

168 i,d (LSI
jod) =

14 ft
12

cost of pipe = (14 potso.100 = S1.69 .

Total cost = $1.35 + $2.59 + $0.34 + $1.68 m $5.96

2. A piece of metal is to be cut according to the diagram. What us
the overall length and width of the piece?

Solution:

al 14-31H

length = 4" + 4" + 3" = 11 in

width = 3" + 4" = 2" + 5" = 7 in

150
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wricaz MMUS MELLWRIGHT

A. Problems with Solutions (continued)

3. A tankof oil contains 450 gallons. 90 gallons are used each
day. How miny days will it take to use up the oil?

Solution:

tine to use up oil 450 gals . 450 gots x day w 5 days
90 gals/day 90 gOs

B. Problems withSepaiate Solutions

4. A sprocket and chain assembly is enclosed in a circular oil bath
as shown in the diagram. The sprocket has a diameter of 8" and
the oil bath has a diameter of 14". What must the depth of oil
in the bath be to achieve lubrication?

Solution: /4.-4044.

5. What length of pipe would be needed to form a bend like the one
in the drawing? An extra inch of pipe in needed in order to fora
the bend.

Solution:

O

6. A piece of pipe 72" long is to be bent in a 90° arc with a
straight portion 3" on each and. How long is the arc?

Solution:

151.
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C. Problems witbout Solutions

MILpfRiGHT

7. A steel rod is cut and welded to match the drawing. Approximately
how many lineal feet of rod would be needed to make the finished
product?

Solution:

8. A pipe fitter is going to place a wrinkle bend in a piece of pipe
* 2' long. He wants a 450 bend and he wishes to accomplish the

bend with 9 wrinkles. How many degrees are there in each wrinkle?

Solution:

9. A circulartahk has a volume of 1085 cubic feet. it 1 gallon of

liquid occupies approximately 7 cubic feet of space, how maul?'

gallons of liquid willthe tank hold?

Solution:

10. A gallon of oil has a volume of 231 cubje inches. tf a tank held

420 gallons of oil, what is the volume of the tank in cubic inches?

Solution:

152,



WHOLi NUMERS tmimpacle '

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

11. A spherical tank has a surface area of 351 sq ft. If '1 gallon

of a runt - preventative paint will cover 13 sq ft, bow many
gallons of the paint will be needed to cover the tank?

Solution:
1

12. From a piece of hexagon stock, 5
the pieces are 11*, 9", 13", 23°
of rod required. Include 1° for

Solution:

piecei are to be cut off. If

and 15"; what is the total length
rod wasted in making the cuts.

13. It is desiredto lay out a group of machines in a straight line.
If 2' are required between machines and there are 5 machines'of
12, 7, 8, 13 and 15 feet lengths, what is the total length of the

line?

Solution;

1 5 3



TAI.? BORERS
. .

C. 'Problems without Solutions (continued)

14. Find A and the depth of the dovetail.

r.'

Solution:

15. Find A. S, C, and Q.
(all dimensions are in inches)

-Solution*:

raweragsr

No.

a

-



10301..E ST.003ERS MILLIIRIGST

C. Problems without. Solutions (continued),

16. A foreman was given S2,375.00 to buy tools. Each tool costs;. .

$16.00. Sow many tools did be buy? Sow much money was left over?

Solution:

17. A bearing of a test machi failed after 467,245/800 cycles

were completed. If the chine was operating at 4,200 cycles
per minute, after how y minutes did the failure occur?.

Solution:

Solution B problems

B.4

s.s

B.6

depth must be at least 14"-
2
8" = 3 in

length = 7" 31" 8" + 1" = 47"

.47 0(.11I)= 3 ft 11 in
12 0

arc length = 72" - 2(3") = 66"

66 0(tkil) = 5 ft 6 in

155
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WM=6 V0-7203 PATE PROJECT

tVALUATION PACKAGE

1
bKILLWRIGHT

At Problems with Soliitions.."' -

'1. A piece of pipe 3.4' long is shortened by .7'. Sow Long are the
two remaining pieces.if the width of the saw cut is .125"?

Solution:

3.4' = 40.8 .7' = 8.4"

40.8" - 8.4" - .125* 32.275"

The two pieces are .7 ft and 32.275 in

2. A 5/16" bolt weighs .43 lbs. How many bolts are there In a
125 lb keg?

. SOlution:

lbs 125 les lc lt 291 bolts
.43 lbs/ bap .43

3. What would be the corner measurement for 1 ing out an octagonal
end on a square bar as shown in the diagram below.

CORNER
Solution.: MEASURAWAWT

1 5/16" - .521" 1.3125" -".521"
2 2

:7915"
= .396 in

2

_B. Problems *ith Separate Solutions

4. A pieci of steel weighs 162.3 lbs. A piece of aluminum weighs
.51 as much as the steel. .How much does the aluminum weigh?

Solution:

yr.

156



=MIS MILLWRIGHT

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

8. A shaft should be 1.317" in diameter. However. 4t is 1 3/16"
in diameter. How such has it been worn?

4 Solution:

9. Fifteen equally spaced holes are to be drilled in a r.iece, of
metal 27 1/8" lona. Allowing 1" on each end, how far will it
be, to the nearest thousandth of an inch, from center to center
of two consecutive holes?

Solution:

10. Rule of Thupb:

The rim or cutting speed of a cylindrical rod is fousd by
multiplying the circumference by the 'revolutions per minute.
Find the-cutting speed of a rod whose.circumference is 2.42"
turning at 120 rpms.

Solution:

1 5
1



DECIMALS MILLVRIGHT

B. Problems with Separate Solutions (continued)

S. If a millwright earns S5.73 an hour and time and a half,for

overtime based on a 40 hour week, bow much will be makd in a
55 hour week? .

Solution:

6. A bolt is made from a piece of 3/4" stock. The thretd depth is
.041". What is the root diameter of the bolt? See the drawing.

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

ON
40%=.9007:4-0/A.
7 s 7WREA0 ArP71/

. irk

r

7. The actual inside diameter of a pipe is 1.12". The actual butilde
diameter is .316". Eind the thickness of the pipi.

f:

Solution:

158
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DECIMALS

C. Prob_egcs without Solutions ,(continued)

11. Rule of Thu9b:

z

MILLWRIGHT

0

We can find the length of pipe needed to complete a bend by
multiplying three numbers together: the radius of the bend,
the degrees in the bend, and the constant .01745. To the
nearest thousandth, find the length of pipe needed to complete
a 22 1/20 bend with a radius of 13".

Solution:

OP

Solutions to B problems

B.4

B.5

B.6 .

-,511162.3 lbs) = about 82.77 lbs

40($5.73) 15(1.5)($5.73) = $229.20 $128.93

d = 3/4" 2(0.041")

= 0.750" - 0.082"

= 0.668 in

= $358.13

159
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OREGON VO-TECH MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

FRAcrion MILLWRIGHT

A. Problems with Solutions

1. A 12" piece of shafting 1 5/8" in diameter is placed in a lathe
and one end is turned down to a diameter of 1 1/32". The
diameter of the small end is how much smaller than the diameter
of the large end?

Solution:

1 5/8" . 1 1/32" = 1 20/32" - 1 1/32" = 19/32 in

2. A piece of shafting 11 5/32" long is cut from a piece 37 1/2"
long. Will there be enough of the original piece left to make
another piece 26 1/4" long if 1/16" of shafting was wasted in
making the cut?

Solution:

length left = 37 1/2" - 11 5/32" - 1/16m

= 37 16/32" - 11 5/32" - 2/32"

= 26 9/32 in

Yes, since' 26 9/32 in. is greater than 26 1/4 in

. .

3. From a bar of. brass 16 1/2" long the following three pieces
are cut: 1 1/8", 3 1/2", and 3 5/32". What is the final length
of thebar allowing 3/32" for each cut?

Solution:

16 1/2" -11 1/8"' - 3 1/2 ". - 3 5/32" - 3(3/32")

= 16 16/32L - 1 4/32" - 3 16/32" - 3 5/32" - 9/32"

= 16 16/32" - 7,'34/32"

= 16 16/32" - 8 2/32"

= 8 14/32"

= 8 7/16 in

16
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FRACTIONS miwILRIGur

B. Problems with Separate Solutions

4. The volume of a rectangular box is found by multiplying the
length times the width times the height. What ig the volume of
a rectangular box if its dimensions.are 15 1/4", 12 1/2* and
7 5/32"? .

Solution:

5. To find the approximate circumference of a circle we multiply
3 1/7 by the diameter. What is the approXimate circumference
of a circle whose diameter is 49 1/2"?

Solution:

6. -A cubic foot contains approximately 7 1/2 gallons. How many
cubic feet are there in a tank which contains 72 1/4- gallons?

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. How.many holes spaced 1.7/16" center to center-can be drilled
:int-a piece of angle iron 22 5/8" long, allowing 1 1/4" on each

end?'

Solution:



TRACTIONS

C. Problems without SolutionsAcontinued)

MILLWRZGHT

9. Find the distappe between the end holes in the plate pictured.

9. How long will it take to machine 25 pins if each pin takes
10 1/2 minutes? Allow 1.1/2 minutes per An for placing stock
in the lathe and putting away the finished pin.

0

Solution/ 1

10. A series of links are to be made like the one Illustrated with
all measurements the same except for the center to center,
distance between the holes. Fincrthe length of stock used for
each link if 3/16" is allowed for was saw anainishing the end's.

. The center to center distances are as f011ows: a) 1 53/64",
b) 1 7/16" and c) 1 13/64".

Solutidn:

162 -
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FRACTIONS

C. . Problems without Solutions

MILLWRIGHT

1

11. An order of 31 bars pf steel were delivered to a machine shop.
Each bar was 19' 7 4/32" long. Find the total linear feet in

` the order.

Solution:

Solutions to B problems

B.4

B.5

' volume = (15 9(
2

12 1"g7 5.2\
4%

32,

(-6-f)(1-`)e 32~29)

349,225 Cu in

. 256

= 1364 cu in

' circumference =/3 /. 1a4§ = (1Z\7) 2 \ 7/

B.6

0

. . .

99"1 =2178 "

2) 14
= about 156 in

72 4 . gols
289
A vat x cu ft.

289
-,

7 1 gals/cu ft 15 .

° (=L.:.-4 cu ft

2 7

13J

(.15

578 cu ft or about 9 Acu ft
60 2
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OREGON VO -TECH MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PROJECT

RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Problems with Solutiori

. MILLWRIGHT

1. If 3/8" wire will support a lead of 2,000 lbs, how such
would a 9/16" wire support?

Solution:
-0011E

W = weight supported by 9/16" wire

2,000 lbs

to

3

i )4(

3 9
= 6(2,00d lbs)

3 18,0008 167-7 lbs

w ivipos :tin) /II
le

w =_3,000 lbs
C

'' 2: A gear.44h 72 teeth meshes with a gear,with 24 teeth. The .

larger gear-hit a speeioef 180 rpms. What is the rpms of the
' smaller gear?

Solution: x. =. rpms of smaiiler gear

.:,..!.. '

.. x . 72 "teeth

00 rpms'; . 24 tpeth

7".:24x = (180 rpms)(72r.
.. .-0 . .

t.-, 4

"'7.-r.,- P
24x4= 12,960 rpms

.

X , 12,960 rpms?
f

24 i i

.... . -°
. ..

. X s 540 rpms .

.
.

164
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RATIO AhT PRbPORTION MILLWRIGHT

Problems with Solutions (continued)

3: If 50 gallons of oil flowed through a feeder pipe in 20'dinutes,
haw long will it take to fill a tank of 1,250 gallon capacity?

Solution: t = time to fill tank

t 1,250 gal_
20 min 50 gal

50t = (20 min)(1,250).

50t = 25,000 in

t = 25,000 in
50

t = 500 in 'or .8 hrs 20 *min

R. Problems with Separate Solutions

4. A 15.3" shaft has a taper of 0.065".

Solution:

.a

what is `the taper in 4"?

5. the pressure of water inceeases with the depth; If,the

is 6%72 lbs per square inch at a depth of IS', what,is'the

pressure at a depth of 25' 8"?

Solution:

163
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RATIO Ahl) PROPORTION

B. Problems with Separate Solutions (continu4d)

6. Seventeen taps cost $10.50, what would 7 taps cost?

Solution:

C. Problems without Solutions

7. For each 2.5°C increase in water temperature abo4) 20.eC,
a certain thermostatically controlled valve opens 0.035".
Find the valve opening at
(a) 62°C

(b) 98°C
'(C) What is the water temperature when the valve opening is 0.84°7

Solution:

vt

1 Aiter
8. Of two gears in mesh, one turns at a rate of 75 rpmi, and the

other turns at 50 rpms. What is their. gear ratio?

Solution;
.

f



RATIO AND PROPORTION

,C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

9. A step pulley has-steps of 3", 3 1/2!' and 4" in diameter, and

running at 3400 rpms.drives another step pulley with steps. of
3", 3 1/2" and 4". What speeds can be obtained?

MILISE-Fatift

Solution:

N.

10. Gear E in the figure is required to make 100.rpms while i
maces 75 rpms. How many teeth nuSt.'E have if A has-24; B has
64; C has 32; and 0 has'40 teeth? (Gears C and B are oi the
same shaft)

Solution:

_

1

N

"
. .

,
1:.(3 7



o A PROMOTION MILLWRIGST

C. Prot' tens mithout Solutions (continued)

11. In the figure how mariy teeth must F have if it ia, required

to make- 320 rpms while A makes 120 rpms iinas 71 teeth; B
has 24teeth; c has 40 teeth; p has 36 teeth; and E has-32 teeth?
(Gears B and C are on the sane shaft. Gear D and E arimm-the.
same shaft.)

Solution:

-.?

Solutions, to B problems-

B:4
- ? .

-taper in 4"

. .4

0,0657

":45.3t = 4X0.065.

15.3t !-.26"

.46"
15.3

0.017 in

168
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RATIO AIM PROPORTION

SOltFti-CUS tti- a problems (continued)

8.5

8.6

a

p = pressure at 25' 8* or 25.67'

p , 25.67 tf"
6.72 lbs/sq in 15 PC

11115p =(6.72 lbs/sq in) (25.67)

15p = 172.5 lbs/sq in

P 172.5 lbs/sq in

15

g 2' 11.5 lbs/sq in

c = cost of 7.taps

7 tads
$10.50 17 ,.10s

17c = 7($10.50)

17c = $73.50

.c $73.50
17

= $4.32

'MILLWRIGHT

a

; 4

16j

tIP

.'
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MBOLS swum&

Solutions to C problems

C.7

wlength = 2' + + 2' = 7 ft

C.10

C.11

C.12

degrees in each wrinklc = 45. = 5° per wrinkle
9 wrinkles

gallons = 1085 cu ft . 106553eft X gs- se 155 gals
7 cu ft/ gal 7 %eft

volume = (420 mi1)/231 'cu inj= 97,020 cu in
9,11-

KILLWRIGHT

gallons of paint = 351 sq ft 351114:41rX gal = 27 gals
*At-13 sq ft/gal 13

/r

length = 11"'+ 9* + 13" + 236 + l5" + 1" = 72"
/

. 72 Lic(L2 t--) = 6 ft
1 kr

C. 13

Length of line =.12' + 7' + 8' 4- 13' + 15' + 4(2`)* 63'

7" 8'/2'
2' 12' 2'

170

2'

4



WHOLE HUMMERS

Solutions to C problems (continued)

C.14

Pc= 7"-- 2" - 2" = 3 in

depth of dovetail 3" - 1" = 2"

C.15

A = 6" - 3" = 3 in

C = 9' - 7" = 2 in

D = 10" - 1" - 1" - 2" 6 in

8 = D - 2" - 2" le 4.in'

C.16

nu-Aber of tools = 148-,

. money left = S7.00

C.17

1' MILLWRIGHT

$2,375.00 = 148 + $7.00
$16.00

ntinutes.of.opration 487,245,800 cycles 467,245,800 cycles X min

4,200 cycles/min 4,200'cv1es

171

= 111,249 in



DECIMALS

' Solutions to C problems

C. 7

C.8

C.9

C.10

C.11

thickness = 1.316" - 1.12"
2

= .098 in

aunt worn = 1.317. - 1 3/16" = 1..317" - 1.1875"

MILLWRIGHT

= 0.1295" or about 0.130 in
1

27 1/8" - 2(1") 25 1/" 25.125°
14 14 14

= 1./95 in

cutting speed = (2.42 in) (120. rims) it 290.4 in/min

length of piiiet needed st (13") (22 1/2°) (.01745)

(13") (22.5°) (.01745)

= 5.104 in

172 ..-



TRACTIONS . MILLWRIGIIT

Solutions to C problems

C.7 2 2 § - 2(1 r) 22 L" - 2 .1..*
umber of boles ° 4 ai 8

71

2

1 16 - 16

161 jar
is si 8

16
1 23 jer

16

2576
3/ 7E48

14

C.8 ,
distince B 3 1 * + 3,9 * 4. 4 11*+ 3 9 a+ 3 1

64 32 32 32 64

3 1 " 4, 3 18" + 4 22°,4. 3 180 +31
64 4 64 . 64 64

16 60.
64

$0 16 AL fn
16

C.9

(25 p.146)(3.0
2 k) 4. (25 pitta)(1-_-.) 11 25250. sin + 25 ikin

WA
25

a,
CIZ

173

275 .51 in 300 lain
2
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FRACTIONS

Solutions to C problems (contiitusd)

C.10

a) 1 53" 4. 2(11 4 3 "
64 32 16

.

1 53"
64

+ 52"
64

MILLWRIGHT

4, 12" ,, 1 L17"
64 64

P,' 2 53 in
64

b) 1 LI' ÷ 2(14 4- 2..." = 1 "14 + 26" +6 ",t 1.46"
16 k32 / 10 32 32 32 32

a 2 L.:in
16

c) 1 11" f 201 4, 22 a 1 13" 4. 52" + n au 1 77"
64 32 16 .64 64 64 64

s 2 13 in
64

C.11

length = (31) (19* 7 112) 58v 217 ar
3232

so 589' 220 28"
32

607. 4 nu
32

A. '607 ft, 4 isc,4
174

s.



RATIO AND PROPORTION MILLWRIGHT

. Solutions to C problems

C.7

C.8

C.9

Ma

x = valve opening

a) at 62`C valve is affected by 62`C - 20.0°C 42°C

x = 42'e 2.5x = 42(.035")
.035" 2.5"r

2.5x = 1747"

x = 0.588 in

b) at 98eC valve is affected by 98°C - 20.0°C = 78 °C

x 78'e 2.5x 2.'78(.035")
.035" 2.5'z

2.5x =-2.730"

x = 1.092 in

c) t = temperature producing opening of 0.84"

t 0.84 iss 0.035t = (0.84)(2.5°C)
2.5'C 0.035)4(

0.035t= 2.1eC

t = 60°C

True temperature is t 20°C =

either 75:50 = 3:2

or 50;75 = 2:3

Possible combinations a e:

,r = rpms of driven guile

3:3 r 3,1d
3400 rpms 31,0

r
3400 rpms

r = 3400 rpms

3;3 1/2 r 3 j
3400 rpms 3 1/2 )j(

175

4r = 10,200 rpm 111111.1=1W

r = 2,914 rpms



RATIO PROMPT/OH .

Solutions toiC problems (continued)

C.9 (continued)

C.10

Ma.

3:4 r 3 ..kr

3400 rpms 4 J.-tf,

4r = 10,20D rpm

r = 2550 rpms
.e

r: 3 1/2 Id3 1/2:3 1/2
3400 rpms 3 1/2,W

r = 3400 rpms

4:3 r 4 jAr

3400 rpms 3 jar

3r = 13,600 rpms

r, or 4533 rpms

4:4 r 4 id
3400 rpms 4 )di

r-= 3400 rpms
4

miummarr

3 1/2:3 ?")

3 1/2:4

4:3 1/2

compute the rpms of each gear in succession

rpm of C:

3 1/2 .ierf

3400 rpms = 3,in=.

3r = 11,900 rpm

r = 3967 rpms

r 3 1/2 Aar

3400 rpekt s 4 jar .

4r = 11,900 rpms

r = 2975 rpms

r 4. ,i,rr

3400 rpms 3 1/2 3ar

(3 1/2)r = 13,600 rpms

r = 3886 rpms

24 teeth C 32C = 1800 rpm

32 t tF:"- 75 rpm
C = 56.25 rpm

rpm of B se rpm of C since they are on the same shaft

rpm of D = '64 tseth
40 t(th 56.25 rpm

rpm of E = 100 rpm

, 90 ypla ,

40 teeth 100 gpfl

13: = .56.25 rpm

40D = 3600 rpm

t = teeth in E

t = 36 teeth

.40.r

176'

90 rpm., -



4.

RATIO AND PROPORTIONS MUM=
Solutions to .0 problems (continued)

C.11

compute the rpm of each gear in succession

rpm of S : 8 . 92 teiih 24S = 8640 ipm B = 360 rpm

120 rpm 24 tf#th

rpm of C = rpm of S since they are on the same shaft

rpm of C = 360 rpm

',roil of D D .2 40 teeth 36D = 14400 rpm D = 400 rpm
360 rpm

,

rpm of E = rpm of D since they are on the sike shaft

rpm of E = 400 rpm

t = teeth in F

t 400 ;Oh 320t = 12800 teeth t - 40 teeth-
32 teeth 320 ;FM

t

s

i 7 7.

I



4 . .
OREGON VO-TECH MATH PROJECT

EVALUATION PACKAGE

DECIMALS WEI DING

A, Problems with Solutions
...*

1. A 1" x 1" x I/8" steel bar will weigh 0.38 pounds per foot.
What is'the weight of-a 20* bar?

Solution:

(0.38 lbs/fil(20 g) = 7.6 lbs

2. A stock 20! bar of 7 inch I-beam-weighs 306 pounds. What is
thelieight of a 16' bar?

Solution:

306 lbs
20 ft.

= 15.3 lbs/ft

(15.3 lbs /ft) (16 frt) = 2.44.8 lbs

3. A stock 8" x 8" H-beam weighs _32.6 lb's per foot. .Find the
weight of a beam 87 1/4 inches in length.

Solution: ,

87 1/4 in 349/4 in x ft 349 ft

12 in/ft 12 in 48
=7,27 ft

(7.27 fi) (32%6 lbs/f-t) -= 237 lbs
4 ( ,-L1

73'

Prob).emi with Separable Solutions
$

, 1

4. A 1/2 ton pickup has a load capacity of 4500 pounds./ How litany
!heets of galvanized 60" x 144" 24 guage could be curried if
the estimated weight. per sheet is 69.4 pounds?

Solution:

178
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DECIMALS i0BWING

8. Problems with Separate Solutions (continued)

5. Convert each of the following measuiements to feet dec4aals:

a) 4 b) 6' 3'

C) 1 d) 9'..11:1F-Stia"

e) f) 427"

g) 103 1/24 h) 1/4°

Solutions

6. If a welder receives an hourly wage of $6.38 with tine and one-
hal'f being paid for any hours over 40 during a given-week,
find his groN3 pay,for a week in whiCh he puts in 56 hours?

Solution: 0

I

a
1

1:
.. ,..

C. ;Problems without Solutjonsp '.

,.
. 4110! '4 A stock. 20' length of 3-inch channel weighs 82 As anci.costs

, $0.265 per pound. ilhat is the costiof 116"indhes of 3indh .

a
.. 1

4
.

larin01?
.

po . t

. Solution:
..

.1

. w /
. .

.
.

. .
. ..

. e \V

.

J 1 7

.
'. e 4..

.. ? ,e
,.. .-. .. ,. ..,

:' ''''.' g . .1.
... . ,

I
a

3
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,DOCEWS VELDING

C. Problems without Solutions (continued)

. .

8.. Find the cost of In* electrodes if there is 12.5 feet to be

.40/( ' welded with two Stringer passes and if each electrode will
- weld 8". The Cost of the electrodes is $0.76'per lb and.there

are 12.6 electrodes per pound.

4

.

PCP

Solution:

Ok
9. Eight pieces as pictured are to be constructed from1/4" Ic 3*

FA: whose weight is 2.55 lbs per foot and whose cost is $0.235
perpour. Find the cost of the steel.

-tI . . . .... .1...... . /...... .3,-. ..
7 - ....,

. ., .
-; - .... 1 .,-.._. .,.

ss

'Solution:
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DECIMALS

C. Problems_ without Solutions (continued)

WEEDINGt'.

4-

10. If you receive an hourly-wage of $7.14 with time and de-half

being paid for any hours over 40. during a given weeks'compute,
your gross pay for the week whose time card reads.as follows:

Monday 9 hrs

Tuesday 10 brat:

Wednesday '8 hies

Solution:

Thrusday 9 hrt

Friday 10 hrs

Saturday 4 hrs

A.,
. ,.

11.

.k

Convert each of the following measurements to feet and ladles
tt

rounding to the nearest 1/4".

a) 6.3'

.

.

b),.. 4.27' i .
I

0
. .

c).. .39' % Ow -or greater but less than 425" rounds to 0* -
.125" or greater but less than 875"rounds to 1/4"

d) -2..091 .37.5" or greater but less than .625" rounds to 1/2"
.625" or greater but less than .875" rounds to.3/4"-

e) .088 .8757 or greater rounds to 1"

f) 4.111 .
g) .89"

h) 2.33"

Solution:

k

4.

: ..-

(:..
. O. C.. 04;.

44, 7

. , c .. ., .... - . : 4
....

...
'. %

.1 ..1i ' ...

:. . 1 - .. . , ..
. 9 46......

. . 14`MI I. IP, ( 4. 0..d ...-

4 . . - , ; .- r s
. , .t . li.e .. .A a I , ' 6, .1it ... .

t 41:-
. ' c ;or 4.7. : ,. k ...

1
.. .0.4. 4

4 ... .2, 0 ..'
0.. . .i . . de ./ I, F . /.elo

, A
..

. ' . '. ae * " '

.
..

..

. ' if) i.
. N.

...-1 ; .

9 .. ..V.: ! k.. . . . ..

0
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-4500 Liu 4500 VA x sleet 64.8469.4 lbs/sheet 69.4 ..1ba

therefore 64 sheets could be carried

a) 4' 6" = 4 6/12 ft = 4.51-ft

b) 6' 3" gi 6 3/12 ft 6.25 ft

c) 2' 4 1/4" 2 :ISA ft 2 17 ft 2.35 ft
1.2 48

`9' 10 5/8" = 9 18 5/8 ft = 9 E 94 ft 9.89 ft
1.2

e) . 7" 41 7/3.2 ft = 0.58 ft

f) 127" = 27/12 it 2.25 ft

gl 103 1/2" Ts 103 1,i2 ft a 207 ft 8.63 ft
1.2, 24

h) 1/4" =.1/4 ft =
48

i'1.2t= 0.021 -ft.

MMHG

.

4

.Tegulai.Par (40 be)($6:38/br) $255.20

overtime pay - b701$6:384/32f1(1.) = 15312

\ CorosskkAy' ,$408.32

I

eo

4/.

V

. 1 8 2'
0 I

..
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OREGON VO-TECH MTH PROJECT
IN

EVALUATION PACXAGE
4

yRkticus mmuld

'Problems Stith Solutions

1.. TIM the total amount of each type of steel needed: (Do not

, consider any waste)
O

..
Lengths needed

a) [

b) L

e) At

SOLutioh:

4' 3"; 4' 8 ": and 7' 2"
/

5' 6 1/2"; 8'; and 12' 2 1/2"

11 3/4"; 4' 2 3/4"; 8' 9 114"; and 5' 3 3/4"

2' 4 1/8"; 7' 3 3/4"; 9 1/2"g and 6' 8 5/8"

/
6"; 5' 7 1/3"; 4' 3 1/247-and 5' 3 7/8"

a) 4 ft.1 in 4- 4 ft 8 in 7 ft 2 in = 15 ft 13 in = 16 ft 1 Ifi

b) 5 ft 6 1/2 -in * Q ft + 12 ft 2-1/2 th = 25 It 9 in

c) 11 3/4 in -I. 4 fts2'3/4 ins 8 ft 9 1/4 in ft 3 3/4 ih =

17 ft 25 10/4 in 0 17 ft 27 1/2 in = 19 ft 3;1/2 in

d) 2 ft 4 1/8 in 7 ft 3 3/4 ih * 4i 1/2 in,+ ft B 5/8 in =.

15 ft 24 16/8 in * 17 ft 2 in

e) 6 in 5 ft 7 1/3 ih 4 4 ft,3 1/2 in 5 ft 3 7/4.in'.

14 ft 19 41/24 in m 14 ft 20 17/24 in 15. ft 8 17/24 in

.0

18.3

4*



IC.

PRACrION4.
4

A. Problems with Solutions (continued) '

4

WELDING

2. Find the total ;mount of each type of steel needed:
consider any waste)

e Lengths needed

a) [ 4 pieces 5' 2" in length

b) L 7 pieces 8' 5" in length

c) 22 pieces 7 3/4' in length'

d) 1 3 pieces 5' 7 3/8" in length

e). .2 pieces 7' 8 1A2" in length lend

9 pieces vae 3/4" in length

(Do not

Solution:

a) (4) (5 2/12 ft) = (4)(62/1210 = 248/12 ft

20 ft 8 in

b) (7)(8 5/12 ft) = (7)(101/12 ft) = 707/12 ft

= 58.ft 11 in

c) (22)(7 3/4 in)- = (22)(31/4 in) = 682/4 in

= 1701/2 in

= 14 ft 2 1/2 in-
.

d) (3) ( 5 f% 713/8 in) =. (3) i5 ft) (3) (7 3/8

if = l5 ft + (3)t 59/8 in)

. .

\ = 15 ft + 177/8 in
N*1 .

.= 15 22 1/8 in

= 16 ft 101/8 in

e) (2)(7-ft 8 1/2 j.n) = (2) (7 ft) (2)(64/2 in)

= 14 ft.+ (2) (17/2 in)

X '

= 14 ft.+04/2 in

14 ft + 17 in =
.

-15 ft 5 in

Y
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TRACTIONS

A. Problems with Solutions (continued)

2. Solution: (continued)

e) (9) (6 ft 8 3/4 in) = (9) (6 ft) + (9)(8 3/4 in)

ifEy)114G

= 54 ft + (9) (35/4 in)

.
54 ft + 315/4

.

= 54 ft + 78 3/4.,in..

= 60 ft 6 3/4 in

total length = 60 ft 6 3/4 in .+ i$ ft S in-

75 ft 11 3/4 in'

8. Problehs with Separate Solutions

3. How many piecesof 10 5/16" bar can be cut from a stock 20' ba.-
The material is to be torch cut and an allowance of a 3/16" kerf
is to be made.

Solution:

4, A 39" piece of flat bar is to have 11 equally spaded holes drilled
on the center line of the bar. The two end holes are to be
1 3/4" from the end of the bar. What will the distance be
between each consecutive hole?

Solution:

185

A

. -1
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.PRACIIONS WELDING

C. Problems without Solutions

S. If an I-beam is to be cut into sections with the given

tolerance, find the longest and shortest acceptable ledgths:

Length of Section

a) 22 1/2"

b) 2' 7"

c) 13'

d) 23 3/4"

e) 2' 1/6"

f) 10'

Solution:

I,

Tolerance

6. The center pints of two
16-3/4", apart.° Tiro more

these to holes, Locate

remaining Wes.

solution:

t 1/2"

t 1 1/2"

+ 1/6"; - 1/2" .

+ 114"; - 3/16"

+ 1/16s$ - 1/6"

4,,=0.M

hole0ohgri%led in a pie m of P.D. are
holes areo be equally spaced betweeA
the center point of,ftachlog the

O

4".
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FRACTIOUS REEDING... .-

C. Problems without Solutions (continued).

.7. An inventory of all stock on fiend Shows:

Fiat Bar 1 6 ea. .1)1(4" x 3* X 20'

8 ea.; -1,2' X 4" X 10'

20 ea. 3/4" X 6" X 15'
. .

e

>

Steel Plate Z.i*. '1/2" x 4' x.121 4

5:4 " .X1.4*, 5/16. X 3', 9'
1. -ea..-r*3/4" X 4' R8'

"ro
pl

Round Stock 2 ea. I.
1 ea. 3,44!_x 20)

, 2 ea.' S/8 XIV

Find the total weight of all the steel. The weight of steel
can be found. by the formula:. thibkness x width x length x .2835
(the measurements must be. in inches)

Solvtiont

.

'-

. .

St.

.
$61#,...4.'7!

,
;

.1 ;,11:,A
, 1 . ;4.4 t $

, ,I:' ,.. . ; .". :,I 4 ..
!:. i =4"; e ...? : '''''';.;,:ivi : , ,. e ::;
:of .. r:../ ,,t ... _ - I i Oe

f ' ..... /
. ,,,, ,, .., : ... . .

't

e
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FRACTIONS

C. problems without Solutions (continued;'

NEEDING

,

8. Find the distances A, B,.C, and F on the given blueprint.

0:

ZONG TOW
BAR syR,

4

Solution:

Solutions to S problems

.1
1

8.3

7 (.5C00)'
DR/LL

®
7

/ "R

PO /NT

10.625)
DRILL

8 at

1'
1

/0" ."
SCALE k

4tt

.0

1

C

4 :

4

.._ / 10 /16" 4-3/1151:'= 10 8/16" -10.5 in.
-*NA i 0t r V

*

,. .
A.,

2 'ft i. 240 kit.
. .

o.
.

V.
4 .4, - ,.

---.-. - i . v.& %. /
A at 22.8( g- ..*-- 'therefore ,12. pieqe can be cut.° ..

0. 10..5V.if - sr- . s r
-% 'A '''.! .- - '. P :. 0,4- . 4 .

o X P
..

A
"

. "7,1 -
.1 A
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Solutions to C problems

C5-

a) 22 1/2" + 1/4"
ob

b) 2' 7" 1/2"

c) 13' 1 1/2"

d) 23 3/4" + 1/8"

e) 2' 1/8" 1/4"

f) 10' +4/16"

C.6

C.7

-

18_ 3/4 in

3

Flat Bal.

Longest .

WELDING

Shortest

= 22 34 in 22 1/2" - 1/4" .22 1/4N

= 2 ft 7 1/2 in 2' 7" -1/2" ig 2 ft 6 1/2in

= 13 ft 1 W2 in 13' - 1 1/2" = 12 ft 10 1/2 in
.

= 23 7/8 in

= 2 ft 3/8 in 2'1/8" - 3/16" = 1 ft 15/1Et in'

10 ft 1/16 0 ,10' - 1/8" = 9 ft 7/8 in

:
23 3/4" - 1/2" = 23 1/4 in

75/4 In 75 i
3 4 3 12 n

(16)(1/0(3)(240)(.2835)
(8)(1/2)(4)(120)(.2835)- =
(20) C3/4) (6) (180) 2835)

Steel plate (2)(1/2)(45)(144)(.28351
.45)(5/16)(30(108)(.2835)
(1)(3/4)(48)196)(.2835)

Round Stock, (2)(1/2)(240)(;2835) =
(1)(3/4)(240)(.2835) =

(2)(5/8)480)(4205) =
I

Total weight of stLea

A.
= .3/8" 3/5", =

= 6 1/4 in

= 816.48
544.32

4, 592%70

= 1,959.55

= 1,72226. .

979.78
.1

68.04 '
51 . 03
63.59

.

6/8" = 3/4 in,

B. = 8 7/8" - 7 .5/8" = 1 2/8

1

.. 1 1/4

C = 7 5/8" - I 1/4" = 7 5/8 - 1 2/8"

F = 7.5/8" - 3 1/4" = 7 5/8" - 3 2/8"
1

10,797.95 lbs

in' .

= 3/8'Ln

= 4 3/8 in

..



DECIMALS-

Soiutidk s. to C problems

C.7

C.8

C.9

C.10

1 -

116:in _1116 x fi
-12 in/ft -

82 lbi
= 4.1 lbs/ft

: 20 ft

ff)(4.1 lbs/ft) = 39.65 lbs

(39.65 1A)($0.265/16) = $10.51

WELDING

: 12.5 ft =12_5 ft x electrode
= 18.66 electrodes

0.67 ft/electrode 0.67 0,

= 19 electrodes

$0.76/lb $0.76/16 x16
= $0.06/electrode

12.6 electrodes /lb 12.6 electrodes : '

4.

(19 elgofodes)($0.06/electiode)(2) = $2.28
.

Total, length = 8 (2" + 4" + 3') = 72" = 6 ft

Total weight = (6 ft)(2,55 lbs/AC) = 15.3 lbs

Total cost P X15.3 110t)($0.235061.= $3.60

9 hr 4-10 hr + 8 hr hr + 10 hr
1$*

50 hr - 40 hr = 10 hrs overtime

+4 hr =50 hrs

-
regular pay (40. hek)($7.14/)0 =

t
$285.fi0

tlertime pay (10 1,xt)($7.14/bf)(1.5).= 107.10
Gross Pay ---$392.70

, /

ic4

191

4

.

64,

.
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DECIMALS WELDING

...
Solutions to C problems (pimMlnited),../

C.11

,

r

4 '

a) (0.3 ft) (12 in/ft) w 3.6 in, therefore. 6.34Z.. 6 ft '31/2 ip

s

b) (0.27 ft) (12 in/ft) .1 3.24 in, therefori 4.27' w 4 ft 3 1/4 in

c) (0.39 ft),(12'in;?ft) w 4.68 in, therefOre w 4 3/4 in

d) (0.0 $t) (12 in/fet) w 1.08 in, therefore 1.09' w 1 ft 1 in

e) . (0489 ft) (12 in/if) w 1.056 in/therefore 0.0881 1. 1 in

fl (0.11 It ) (12 in/ft) w 1.32 in, therefore 4.11' w 4 ft 1 1/4 in

g) 0.84. . 1 in
.

h) w 2 1/4 -in

,

4'

4

4' 1,02. 109
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=WING .PACOGE EVALMTIO11 =Err
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'Please check the most appropriate box or boxes.

1. Learning package indantification

2. The problims in this package were:

too easy about right too difficultIt
3. How long did it take you to complete this problem package?

'1 class period= 2 clans pert:ABE:3

more than 2 class periods E.77.3

1 4. How could the material in this package be improved?

more instruction .sheetsp more instructor help

packages explaining math concepts= t qv:dip-discussions=
. .

MOrk experience C:::1 more lectures

5. Were you able to solve the problems in sections II and C of this

package?%1

inn= no0

If not, please comment:

6. Would you like to see more problems ofthis type used in yinw math class?

Yen= nol=.

7. Other comments:

193
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LEBRfftWO.PACMGE EVALOATBDX BBEET
,fler

'Please check the most appropriate box or boxes.

1: Learning package indetification

2. The problems in this package were:

too easy Cl about right too difficult 7-1

3. Bow long did it take you to complete this problem package?

'1 class period= 2 class periods=

more than 2 class periods`

4. Boy could the materiel in this package be improved?

more instruction.sheets= more instructor help=

packages explaining math conceptsEj * grodp- discussions LJ

blork experience ED more lectures

5. Were you able to solve the problems in sections B and C of this
package?%i

yesa 11°0

if not please comment:

6. Would you like to see more problems of, this type used in your math class?

yogi= no

7. Other comments:

-

193
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LINO PACKAGE VALOPZIOW SHEET

INSTRUCTOR

4

Learning Package Identification

1, 'What difficulties did your, students encounter in using this
package?

-

A. What r*V4SiOAS, modifications, deletions, or additions to this
learning package would help your students?

3. What corrections are necessary?

1

4

I

194
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